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Preface

This is the collection of the abstracts of the 19th Conference “Types for Proofs and Programs”,
TYPES 2013, to take place in Toulouse, France, 22–26 April 2013.

The Types Meeting is a forum to present new and on-going work in all aspects of type theory
and its applications, especially in formalized and computer assisted reasoning and computer
programming. Since 1992, Types Meetings have been annual workshops of several multilateral
scientific EU-financed projects, of which the Types Project was the most recent. Although
organized in Europe, the meetings were always open internationally, as evidenced by invited
speakers and authors of contributed talks.

TYPES 2013 was intended to be a conference in our traditional workshop style, and the
selection of contributions was based on abstracts of up to two pages. Abstracts were gener-
ally reviewed by three members of the program committee (in some cases helped by external
reviewers whose names should not be disclosed here):

• José Esṕırito Santo, University of Minho, Braga, Portugal

• Herman Geuvers, Radboud University Nijmegen, Netherlands

• Silvia Ghilezan, University of Novi Sad, Serbia

• Hugo Herbelin, PPS, INRIA Rocquencourt-Paris, France

• Martin Hofmann, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München, Germany

• Zhaohui Luo, Royal Holloway, University of London, UK

• Ralph Matthes, IRIT, CNRS and Univ. de Toulouse, France (co-chair)

• Marino Miculan, University of Udine, Italy

• Bengt Nordström, Chalmers University of Technology, Göteborg, Sweden

• Erik Palmgren, Stockholm University, Sweden

• Andy Pitts, University of Cambridge, UK

• Sergei Soloviev, IRIT, Univ. de Toulouse, France (co-chair)

• Pawe l Urzyczyn, University of Warsaw, Poland

• Tarmo Uustalu, Institute of Cybernetics, Tallinn Technical University, Estonia

The present volume provides final versions of the abstracts of three invited speakers (chosen
by the program committee)

• Steve Awodey, School of Mathematics, Institute for Advanced Study, Princeton, U.S.A.
& Department of Philosophy, Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, U.S.A.

• Lars Birkedal, Department of Computer Science, Aarhus University, Denmark

• Ulrich Kohlenbach, Department of Mathematics, Technische Universität Darmstadt, Ger-
many

and 34 contributed talks. We have to regret that one accepted talk had to be withdrawn by its
author since he could not come to the conference.
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Higher Inductive Types in

Homotopy Type Theory

Steve Awodey1∗

Institute for Advanced Study
School of Mathematics

Princeton, NJ 08540 USA

Carnegie Mellon University
Department of Philosophy
Pittsburgh, PA 15213 USA

Homotopy Type Theory (HoTT) refers to the homotopical interpretation [1] of Martin-Löf’s
intensional, constructive type theory (MLTT) [5], together with several new principles moti-
vated by that interpretation. Voevodsky’s Univalent Foundations program [6] is a conception
for a new foundation for mathematics, based on HoTT and implemented in a proof assistant
like Coq [2].

Among the new principles to be added to MLTT are the Univalence Axiom [4], and the
so-called higher inductive types (HITs), a new idea due to Lumsdaine and Shulman which
allows for the introduction of some basic spaces and constructions from homotopy theory. For
example, the n-dimensional spheres Sn can be implemented as HITs, in a way analogous to
the implementation of the natural numbers as a conventional inductive type. Other examples
include the unit interval; truncations, such as bracket-types [A]; and quotients by equivalent
relations or groupoids. The combination of univalence and HITs is turning out to be a very
powerful and workable system for the formalization of homotopy theory, with the recently given,
formally verified proofs of some fundamental results, such as determinations of various of the
homotopy groups of spheres by Brunerie and Licata. See [3] for much work in progress

After briefly reviewing the foregoing developments, I will give an impredicative encoding of
certain HITs on the basis of a new representation theorem, which states that every type of a
particular kind is equivalent to its double dual in the space of coherent natural transformations.
A realizability model is also provided, establishing the consistency of impredicative HoTT and
its extension by HITs.

References

[1] S. Awodey and M. A. Warren, Homotopy theoretic models of identity types, Mathematical Pro-
ceedings of the Cambridge Philosophical Society 146 (2009), no. 1, 45-55.

[2] The Coq proof assistant, http://coq.inria.fr

[3] The IAS Univalent Foundations wiki, http://uf-ias-2012.wikispaces.com.

[4] C. Kapulkin, P. Lumsdaine, V. Voevodsky: The simplicial model of univalent foundations, on the
arXiv as arXiv:math/1211.2851, 2012.

[5] P. Martin-Löf, An intuitionistic theory of types, Twenty-five years of constructive type theory
(Venice, 1995), Oxford Univ. Press, New York, 1998, pp. 127-172.

[6] V. Voevodsky, Univalent foundations project, Modified version of an NSF grant application,
http://www.math.ias.edu/~vladimir/Site3/Univalent_Foundations.html, 2010.

∗NSF Grant DMS-1001191 and Air Force OSR Grant 11NL035
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Charge! a framework for higher-order

separation logic in Coq.

Lars Birkedal

Department of Computer Science
Aarhus University
Aarhus, Denmark

Higher-order separation logic (HOSL) is an extension of separation logic that allows for
quantification over predicates in both the assertion logic (the logic of pre- and post-conditions)
and the specification logic (the logic of Hoare triples). Higher-order separation logic has proved
useful for modular reasoning about programs that use shared mutable data structures and data
abstraction, via quantification over resource invariants, and for reasoning about various forms of
higher-order programming (higher-order functions, code pointers, interfaces in object-oriented
programming).

In this talk I will describe our work on Charge!, a separation-logic verification tool imple-
mented in Coq, that aims to

1. prove full functional correctness of Java-like programs using higher-order separation logic,

2. produce machine-checkable correctness proofs,

3. work as close as possible to how informal separation logic proofs are carried out on pen
and paper, and

4. automate tedious first-order reasoning where possible.

Joint work with Jesper Bengtson, Jonas B. Jensen, Hannes Mehnert, Peter Sestoft, and
Filip Sieczkowski.
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Types in Proof Mining

Ulrich Kohlenbach

Technische Universität Darmstadt, Fachbereich Mathematik
Schlossgartenstraße 7, 64289 Darmstadt, Germany

kohlenbach@mathematik.tu-darmstadt.de

Abstract

During the last 20 years a new applied form of proof theory (sometimes referred to as ‘proof
mining’) has been developed which uses proof-theoretic transformations to extract hidden quan-
titative and computational information from given (prima facie ineffective) proofs ([6]). The
historical roots of this development go back to the 50’s and the pioneering work on ‘unwind-
ing of proof’ done by G. Kreisel ([10]). The modern ‘proof mining’ paradigm has been most
systematically pursued in the context of nonlinear analysis, ergodic theory and fixed point the-
ory in recent years. The main proof-theoretic techniques used are extensions and novel forms
of functional interpretation that are based on Gödel’s famous 1958 ‘Dialectica’-interpretation
([1, 7]). All these interpretations are formulated in languages of functionals of finite types.

Until 2000, applications of proof mining in analysis mainly concerned the context of Polish
spaces and continuous functions between them which can be represented by the Baire space NN

and functionals NN → NN and so finite types over the base type N for natural numbers were
sufficient.

Starting with 2001 ([4]) a number of applications in metric fixed point theory emerged which
deal with theorems that hold in general classes of spaces such as all Banach spaces or all Hilbert
spaces etc. In these applications, effective bounds of an amazing uniformity were extracted in
the sense that the bounds did not depend on metrically bounded parameters which in the con-
text of Polish space usually can only be expected under strong compactness assumptions. In
fact, it is the very feature of the proofs in question not to use any separability assumptions on
the spaces in question which makes this possible.

Starting in 2005, general so-called logical metatheorems have been developed which explain
these applications and paved the way for numerous new applications ([5, 3, 6, 2]). In order
to faithfully reflect the absence of any use of separability, this requires a formal framework
different from the usual ones used in proof theory, constructive mathematics, reverse mathe-
matics or computable analysis which usually represent (complete) metric or Banach spaces as
the completion of a countable dense subset. In our framework, we instead add abstract metric
structures X (or X1, . . . , Xn) as new base types to the language together with the appropriate
constants (such as a (pseudo-)metric dX) and the appropriate axioms and consider all finite
types over N, X1, . . . , Xn. Equality for such a new base type X with pseudo-metric dX is a de-
fined notion x =X y := dX(x, y) =R 0 reflecting that we work over the metric space induced by
the pseudo-metric dX . Here real numbers are represented via the usual Cauchy representation
and =R ∈ Π0

1 is the corresponding equivalence relation on the space NN of Cauchy names. It is
the interplay between the world of abstract structures X and the world of represented concrete
Polish spaces such as R which requires considerable care.

As well-known from functional interpretation, the ability of the latter to unwind proofs based
on classical logic (by satisfying the so-called Markov principle) make it necessary to put a severe
restriction on the use of the axiom of extensionality (i.e. the axiom stating that functionals
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Types in Proof Mining Ulrich Kohlenbach

respect the extensionally defined equality) which has to be replaced by a weak extentsionality
rule. Whereas this is not a real restriction in the context of Polish spaces (due to the well-
known elimination-of-extensionality method of Gandy and Luckhardt), this is rather different
in our context where already the extensionality of objects f of type X → X is too strong to be
included as an axiom. While in many cases, this extensionality follows from assumptions on f
(such as being Lipschitzian), one has to rely on weak extensionality in other cases.

Although the theorems from mathematics to be studied always only use types of very low
degree, the proof-transformations based on functional interpretations make use of the whole
hierarchy of finite types. Moreover, it is via these types that the uniform bounding data to be
extracted from the proof are being controlled throughout the proof via novel forms of majoriza-
tion. Let ρ be a finite type over N, X1, . . . , Xn and ρ̂ be the result of replacing all occurrences
of X1, . . . , Xn in ρ by N. Then the objects serving as majorants for objects of type ρ are of type
ρ̂ and all the computations take place on these majorants, i.e. on objects which have a finite
type over N so that usual computability theory applies irrespectively of whether the structures
X1, . . . , Xn carry any computability notion.

We will give a survey on these developments and – as time permits – present some recent ap-
plications to nonlinear ergodic theory dealing with explicit rates of asymptotic regularity and
metastability as well as algorithmic learning information ([8, 9, 11]).

References

[1] Jeremy Avigad and Solomon Feferman. Gödel’s functional (‘Dialectica’) interpretation. In
Samuel R. Buss, editor, Handbook of Proof Theory, pages 337–405. Elsevier, 1998.

[2] Eyvind Martol Briseid. Logical aspects of rates of convergence in metric spaces. J. Symb. Log.,
74:1401–1428, 2009.

[3] Philipp Gerhardy and Ulrich Kohlenbach. General logical metatheorems for functional analysis.
Trans. Amer. Math. Soc., 360:2615–2660, 2008.

[4] Ulrich Kohlenbach. A quantitative version of a theorem due to Borwein-Reich-Shafrir. Nu-
mer.Funct.Anal.Optimiz., 22:641–656, 2001.

[5] Ulrich Kohlenbach. Some logical metatheorems with applications in functional analysis. Trans.
Amer. Math. Soc., 357:89–128, 2005.

[6] Ulrich Kohlenbach. Applied Proof Theory: Proof Interpretations and their Use in Mathematics.
Springer Monographs in Mathematics. Springer Verlag, 2008.

[7] Ulrich Kohlenbach. Gödel’s functional interpretation and its use in current mathematics. In
M. et al. Baaz, editor, Kurt Gödel and the Foundations of Mathematics. Horizons of Truth, pages
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[8] Ulrich Kohlenbach and Laureņtiu Leu̧stean. Effective metastability for Halpern iterates in CAT(0)
space. Advances in Mathematics, 231:2526–2556, 2012.

[9] Ulrich Kohlenbach and Laureņtiu Leu̧stean. On the computational content of convergence proofs
via Banach limits. Philosophical Transactions of the Royal Society A, 370:3449–3463, 2012.

[10] Angus Macinytre. The mathematical significance of proof theory. Philosophical Transactions of
the Royal Society A, 363:2419–2435, 2005.

[11] Pavol Safarik. A quantitative nonlinear strong ergodic theorem for Hilbert spaces. J. Math.
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Copatterns: Programming Infinite Structures

by Observations

Andreas Abel

Institut für Informatik, Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
Oettingenstr. 67, D-80538 München, DEUTSCHLAND

Inductive datatypes provide mechanisms to define finite data such as finite lists and trees
via constructors and allow programmers to analyze and manipulate finite data via pattern
matching. In this talk, we present a dual approach for working with infinite data structures
such as streams. Infinite data inhabits coinductive datatypes which denote greatest fixpoints.
Unlike finite data which is defined by constructors we define infinite data by observations.
Dual to pattern matching, a tool for analyzing finite data, we develop the concept of copattern
matching, which allows us to synthesize infinite data. This leads to a symmetric language
design where pattern matching on finite and infinite data can be mixed.

We present a core language for programming with infinite structures by observations to-
gether with its operational semantics based on (co)pattern matching and describe coverage of
copatterns. Our language naturally supports both call-by-name and call-by-value interpreta-
tions and can be seamlessly integrated into existing languages like Haskell and ML. We prove
type soundness for our language and sketch how copatterns open new directions for solving
problems in the interaction of coinductive and dependent types.

This is joint work with Brigitte Pientka, David Thibodeau, and Anton Setzer [1].

References

[1] Andreas Abel, Brigitte Pientka, David Thibodeau, and Anton Setzer. Copatterns: Programming
infinite structures by observations. In Roberto Giacobazzi and Radhia Cousot, editors, The 40th
Annual ACM SIGPLAN-SIGACT Symposium on Principles of Programming Languages, POPL’13,
Rome, Italy, January 23 - 25, 2013, pages 27–38. ACM Press, 2013.
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Update Monads: Cointerpreting Directed

Containers

Danel Ahman1 and Tarmo Uustalu2

1 Laboratory for Foundations of Computer Science, University of Edinburgh,
10 Crichton Street, Edinburgh EH8 9LE, United Kingdom; d.ahman@ed.ac.uk

2 Institute of Cybernetics, Tallinn University of Technology,
Akadeemia tee 21, 12618 Tallinn, Estonia; tarmo@cs.ioc.ee

Containers are a neat representation of a wide class of set functors. We have previously [1]
introduced directed containers as a concise representation of comonad structures on such func-
tors. Here we examine interpreting the opposite categories of containers and directed containers.
We arrive at a new view of a different (considerably narrower) class of set functors and monads
on them, which we call update monads.1

A container is given by a set S (of shapes) and an S-indexed family of sets P (of positions).
Containers form a category Cont with a (composition) monoidal structure. Containers interpet
into set functors by

JS, P KcX = Σs : S. P s→ X

The functor J−Kc : Cont→ [Set,Set] is monoidal and fully faithful.
A directed container is a container (S, P ) together with operations

↓: Πs : S.P s→ S (subshapes)
o : Π{s : S}. P s (the root)
⊕: Π{s : S}.Πp : P s. P (s ↓ p)→ P s (subshape positions as positions in the global shape)

satisfying the laws

∀{s}. s ↓ o = s
∀{s, p, p′}. s ↓ (p ⊕ p′) = (s ↓ p) ↓ p′
∀{s, p}. p ⊕ {s} o = p
∀{s, p}. o {s} ⊕ p = p
∀{s, p, p′, p′′}. (p ⊕ {s} p′) ⊕ p′′ = p ⊕ (p′ ⊕ p′′)

so (P, o,⊕) is a bit like a monoid (but dependently typed) and (S, ↓) like its action on a
set. Directed containers are the same as comonoids in the category of containers: DCont ∼=
Comonoids(Cont). The interpretation of containers into set functors extends into an inter-
pretation of directed containers into comonads via

ε : ∀{X}. (Σs : S. P s→ X)→ X
ε (s, v) = v (o {s})
δ : ∀{X}. (Σs : S. P s→ X)→ Σs : S. P s→ Σs′ : S. P s′ → X
δ (s, v) = (s, λp. (s ↓ p, λp′. v (p ⊕ p′)))

The functor J−Kdc : DCont→ Comonads(Set) is the pullback of the functor J−Kc : Cont→
[Set,Set] along U : Comonads(Set) → [Set,Set], meaning that directed containers are the
same as containers whose interpretation carries a comonad structure.

1This is not the same as having containers with suitable additional structure interpret into monads under
the standard interpretation of containers into set functors.
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Update Monads D. Ahman and T. Uustalu

Here we are interested in the “cointerpretation” of containers given by

〈〈S, P 〉〉cX = Πs : S. Ps×X ∼= (Πs : S. P s)× (S → X)

The functor 〈〈−〉〉c : Contop → [Set,Set] fails to be monoidal (for the monoidal structure on
Contop taken from Cont), but it is lax monoidal. It is neither full nor faithful.

It is straightforward that DContop ∼= (Comonoids(Cont))op ∼= Monoids(Contop). It
follows therefore that directed containers cointerpret to monads via

η : ∀{X}. X → Πs : S. P s×X
η x = λs. (o {s}, x)
µ : ∀{X}. (Πs : S. P s×Πs′ : S. P s′ ×X)→ Πs : S. P s×X
µf = λs. let (p, g) = f s; (p′, x) = g (s ↓ p) in (p ⊕ p′, x)

i.e., 〈〈−〉〉c extends to a functor 〈〈−〉〉dc : DContop → Monads(Set). We do not get that the
functor 〈〈−〉〉dc is the pullback of 〈〈−〉〉c along U : Monads(Set)→ [Set,Set].
〈〈−〉〉dc describes the free models of the (generally non-finitary) Lawvere theory given by one

operation act : S → Πs : S. P s and two equations

1
λs. ∗ // S

act

��

S × S
λ(s,f). (s,f s) //

S×act��

S × (S → S)

act×(S→S)

��

S ×Πs′ : S. P s′

λ(s,f). (s,f s)��
S × (S → Πs′ : S. P s′)

act×(S→Πs′:S. P s′)��
1 Πs : S. P s
λ∗.λs. o {s}
oo (Πs : S. P s)× (S → Πs′ : S. P s′) (Πs : S. P s)× (S → S)

λ(f,g). (λs. f s⊕g s (s↓f s),λs. s↓f s)
oo

For cointerpretation, it is useful to think of elements of S as states, those of P s as updates
applicable to a state s, s ↓ p as the result of applying an update p to the state s, o{s} as the nil
update, p ⊕ p′ composition of two updates. Monads induced by directed containers generalize
the state monad much in the spirit of the generalizations considered by Kammar [2], but still
a bit differently. The state monad TX = S → S ×X is recovered by taking S = S, P s = S,
s ↓ p = p, o {s} = s, p ⊕ p′ = p′. The directed container for the nonempty list comonad,
S = Nat, P s = [0..s], s ↓ p = s − p, o = 0, p ⊕ p′ = p + p′ gives us a monad on the functor
TX = Πs : Nat. [0..s]×X. The states are natural numbers; the updates applicable to a state s
are numbers not greater than s; applying an update means decrementing the state.
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The context of our work is the Nax project. Our goal is to develop a language system, called
Nax, which supports the merits of both functional programming languages and formal reasoning
systems based on the Curry–Howard correspondence. Our approach towards these goals is to
design an appropriate foundational calculus [3] that extends Fω[5] (or Fixω[1] similarly) to justify
the theory of Mendler-style recursion schemes [6] with term-indexed datatypes.

In this abstract, we outline a paper that will 1© discuss the advantages of the Mendler
style, 2© report that we can define an evaluator for the simply-typed HOAS using Mendler-
style iteration with syntactic inverses (msfit), and 3© propose a new recursion scheme (work
in progress) whose termination relies on the invariants specified by size measures on indices.

Advantages of the Mendler style include allowing arbitrary definition of recursive datatypes,
while still ensuring well-behaved use by providing a rich set of principled eliminators. Certain
concepts, such as HOAS, are most succinctly defined as mixed-variant datatypes, which are
unfortunately, outlawed in many existing reasoning systems (e.g., Coq, Agda). One is forced
to devise clever encodings [4], to use concepts like HOAS within such systems.

In functional programming languages, for instance, in Haskell, a HOAS for the untyped
λ-calculus can be defined as data Exp = Abs (Exp -> Exp) | App Exp Exp . Even if we assume all
functions embedded in Abs are non-recursive, evaluating HOAS may still cause problems for
logical reasoning, since the untyped λ-calculus has diverging terms. However, there are many
well-behaved (i.e., terminating) computations on Exp, such as converting an HOAS expression
to first-order syntax. Ahn and Sheard [2] formalized a Mendler-style recursion scheme (msfit,
a.k.a. msfcata) that captures these well-behaved computations.

If the datatype Exp had indexes to assert invariants of well-formed expressions, we could rely
on these invariants to write even more expressive programs, such as a terminating well-typed
evaluator. Discussion around this idea will constitute the latter parts of the paper.

A simply-typed HOAS evaluator can be defined using msfit at kind * -> *. Since msfit
terminates for any datatype, we are also proving that the evaluation of the simply-typed λ-
calculus always terminates just by defining eval : Exp t -> Id t in Nax, as below. We wonder
eval has similarities to other normalization strategies like NbE [7].

data E : (* -> *) -> (* -> *) where -- the "deriving fixpoint Exp" defines

Abs : (r a -> r b) -> E r (a -> b) -- abs f = In[* -> *] (Abs f)

App : E r (a -> b) -> E r a -> E r b -- app f e = In[* -> *] (App f e)

deriving fixpoint Exp -- synonym Exp t = Mu[* -> *] E t

data Id a = MkId a -- the identity type

unId (MkId x) = x -- destructor of Id

eval e = msfit { t . Id t } e with

call inv (App f x) = MkId (unId(call f) (unId(call x)))

call inv (Abs f) = MkId (\v -> unId(call (f (inv (MkId v)))))

∗supported by NSF grant 0910500.
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The type of eval : Exp t -> Id t is inferred from { t . Id t }, which specifies the answer type
in relation to the input type’s index. Conceptually, msfit at kind * -> * has the following type.

msfit : (forall r . (forall i . r i -> ans i) -- call

-> (forall i . ans i -> r i) -- inv

-> (forall i . f r i -> ans i) ) -> Mu[* -> *] f j -> ans j

Evaluation via user-defined value domain, instead of the native value space of Nax, moti-
vates a new recursion scheme, mprsi, standing for Mendler-style primitive recursion with sized
index. Consider writing an evaluator veval : Exp t -> Val t via the value domain Val : * -> * .

data V : (* -> *) -> * -> * where -- the "deriving fixpoint Val" defines

Fun : (r a -> r b) -> V r (a -> b) -- fun f = In [* -> *] (Fun f)

deriving fixpoint Val -- synonym Val t = Mu[* -> *] V t

veval e = msfit { t . V t } e with

call inv (App f x) = unfun (call f) (call x) -- how do we define unfun?

call inv (Abs f) = fun (\v -> (call (f (inv v))))

Only if we were able to define unfun : Val (a -> b) -> Val a -> Val b, this would be admitted
in Nax. However, it is not likely that unfun can be defined using recursion schemes currently
available in Nax. Thereby, we propose a new recursion scheme mprsi, which extends the
Mendler-style primitive recursion (mpr) with the uncasting operation.

mprsi : (forall r . (forall i. r i -> ans i) -- call

-> (forall i. (i < j) => r i -> Mu[* -> *] f i) -- cast

-> (forall i. (i < j) => Mu[* -> *] f i -> r i) -- uncast

-> (forall i. f r i -> ans i) ) -> Mu[* -> *] f j -> ans j

unfun v = mprsi { (a -> b) . V a -> V b } v with

call cast (Fun f) = cast . f . uncast -- dot (.) is function composition

Note the size constraints (i < j) on both cast and uncast operations (FYI, mpr’s cast does
not have size constraints). These constraints prevent writing evaluator-like functions on strange
expressions that have constructors like below, which may cause non-termination.

app1 : (Exp1 (a->b) -> Exp1 b) -> Exp1 (a->b) -- prevented by constraint on uncast

app2 : (Exp2 a -> Exp2 (a->b)) -> Exp2 (a->b) -- prevented by constraint on cast

Our examples in this abstract only involve type indices, but similar formulation is possible for
term indices as well. This is still a fresh proposal awaiting proof of termination.
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When formalizing category theory in traditional, set-theoretic foundations, a significant dis-
crepancy between the foundational notion of “sameness”—equality—and its categorical notion
arises: most category–theoretic concepts are invariant under weaker notions of sameness than
equality, namely isomorphism in a category or equivalence of categories. We show that this
discrepancy can be avoided when formalizing category theory in Univalent Foundations.

The Univalent Foundations is an extension of Martin-Löf Type Theory (MLTT) recently
proposed by V. Voevodsky [4]. Its novelty is the Univalence Axiom (UA) which closes an
unfortunate incompleteness of MLTT by providing “more equalities between types”. This is
obtained by identifying equality of types with equivalence of types. To prove two types equal,
it thus suffices to construct an equivalence between them.

When formalizing category theory in the Univalent Foundations, the idea of Univalence
carries over. We define a precategory to be given by a type of objects and, for each pair (x, y)
of objects, a set hom(x, y) of morphisms, together with identity and composition operations,
subject to the usual axioms. In the Univalent Foundations, a type X is called a set if it satisfies
the principle of Uniqueness of Identity Proofs, that is, for any x, y : X and p, q : Id(x, y), the
type Id(p, q) is inhabited. This requirement avoids the introduction of coherence axioms for
associativity and unitality of categories.

A univalent category is then defined to be a category where the type of isomorphisms
between any pair of objects is equivalent to the identity type between them. We develop
the basic theory of such univalent categories: functors, natural transformations, adjunctions,
equivalences, and the Yoneda lemma.

Two categories are called equivalent if there is a pair of adjoint functors between them for
which the unit and counit are natural isomorphisms. Given two categories, one may ask whether
they are equal in the type-theoretic sense—that is, if there is an identity term between them in
the type of categories—or whether they are equivalent. One of our main results states that for
univalent categories, the notion of (type-theoretic) equality and (category-theoretic) equivalence
coincide. This implies that properties of univalent categories are automatically invariant under
equivalence of categories—an important difference to the classical notion of categories in set
theory, where this invariance does not hold.

Moreover, we show that any category is weakly equivalent to a univalent category—its
Rezk completion—in a universal way. It can be considered as a truncated version of the Rezk
completion for Segal spaces [3]. The Rezk completion of a category is constructed via the
Yoneda embedding of a category into its presheaf category, a construction analogous to the
strictification of bicategories by the Yoneda embedding into Cat, the 2-category of categories.

Large parts of this development have been formally verified [1] in the proof assistant Coq,
building on Voevodsky’s Foundations library [5]. In particular, the formalization includes the
Rezk completion together with its universal property.

A preprint covering the content of this talk is available on the arXiv [2].
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Formalization of mathematics involve challenging problems as computing a certified lower
bound of a real-valued multivariate function f in a compact semialgebraic set K. The goal of
global optimization is to find the global minimum f∗ := infx∈K f(x) and a global minimizer x∗.
Optimization tools may provide certificates to verify that a given lower bound of f∗ is valid.

Many theorems can be proven by solving such problems, as the thousands of non-linear
inequalities issued from the Flyspeck project [3] (formal proof of Kepler Conjecture by Thomas
Hales). It requires to interface a global optimization framework with a proof assistant such as
Coq. Recent efforts have been made to perform a formal verification of these inequalities with
Taylor interval approximations in HOL-Light [9].

Formal methods that produce precise bounds are mandatory to complete the Flyspeck
project since the inequalities are in general tight, and thus challenging for numerical solvers.
Furthermore, such methods should also tackle scalability issues, which arise when one wants to
provide coarse lower bounds for large-scale optimization problems. The scalability depends on
how much grows the number of polynomial inequalities and the system variables.

The proofs assistants have a limited computing power, hence our aim is to devise algorithms
that produce a concise certificate for each optimization problem and ensure that checking this
certificate is computationally reasonably simple.

Such algorithms rely on hybrid symbolic-numeric certification methods (see e.g. Kaltofen,
Peyrl and Parrilo [5]). It allows to produce positivity certificates which can be checked in proof
assistants such as Coq [6] [2], HOL-light [4] or MetiTarski [1]

Our function f is constituted of semialgebraic operations as well as univariate transcendental
functions. We bound some of these constituents by suprema or infima of quadratic forms (max-
plus approximation method). The initial problem is relaxed into semialgebraic optimization
problems which we solve by sparse semidefinite programming (SDP) relaxations (SparsePOP
solver by Kojima [8]). The size of these relaxations can be controlled by an adaptive semialge-
braic approximations scheme that generalizes the linear templates method by Manna et al. [7].
Moreover, we outline the conversion of the numerical Sum-of-Squares produced by the SDP

∗The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s 7th Framework
Programme under grant agreement nr. 243847 (ForMath).
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solvers into an exact rational certificate. We explain how to implement the method in Coq in
order to formally check the validity of the certificate.

We illustrate the efficiency of our framework with various examples from the global opti-
mization literature, as well as inequalities issued from the Flyspeck project.
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Our goal is to develop an ω-groupoid model of Type Theory to justify Homotopy Type
Theory, including principles like functional extensionality, propositional extensionality (equiv-
alent predicates are equal) and univalence (isomorphic sets are equal). A first step here was
[AR12] which set up a syntactic framework for describing what is a weak ω-groupoid. This
definition was recently very much simplilfied by Guillaume Brunerie [Bru12] based on a sug-
gestion by Grothendieck. We show that using Brunerie’s approach we can formally show that
identity types give rise to a weak ω-groupoid this internalizing [BG08, Lum09]. Going further
we discuss the notion of a weak morphism between weak ω groupoids.
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We present a new set of reductions for derivations in natural deduction or type-theoretical
form, that can extract witnesses from closed derivations of simply existential formulas in Heyt-
ing Arithmetic (HA) plus the Excluded Middle Law, restricted to simply existential formulas
(EM1). EM1 is the axiom schema ∀x.P (x, y) ∨ ∃y.¬P (x, y), for any primitive recursive binary
predicate P : we refer to [2] for a presentation of HA and EM1. The interest of EM1 lies in the
fact that this classical principle is logically simple, yet it may formalize many classical proofs:
for instance, proofs of Euclidean geometry (like Sylvester conjecture, see J. von Plato [14]), of
Algebra (like Dickson’s Lemma, see S. Berardi [7]) and of Analysis (those using König’s Lemma,
see Kohlenbach [10]). Our rule for EM1 is just an ∨-elimination: for any primitive recursive P ,
we deduce C from ∀y.P (x, y) ` C and ∃y.¬P (x, y) ` C.

The reductions we have for classical logic are inspired by the informal idea of learning by
making falsifiable hypothesis. The informal idea expressed by our reductions is that whenever
we fix some value x = n in the EM1-rule, we assume ∀y.P (n, y) and we try to produce some
proof of C. Whenever we need an instance P (n,m) of the assumption ∀y.P (n, y) we check it,
and if it is true we replace it by its canonical proof. If all instances P (n,m) we checked of
∀y.P (n, y) are true, and no assumption ∀y.P (n, y) is left (this is the non-trivial part), then the
proof of C is independent from ∀y.P (n, y) and we succeed in proving C. Remark that, in this
case, we do not know whether ∀y.P (n, y) is true or false, because we only checked finitely many
instances of it: all we do know is that ∀y.P (n, y) is unnecessary. If instead some assumption
of ∀y.P (n, y) is left we are stuck. If at any moment we need some instance P (n,m) which
is false, then we falsified the assumption ∀y.P (n, y). In this case the attempt of proving C
from ∀y.P (n, y) fails, we obtain ¬P (n,m) and we raise an exception (using a terminology from
functional languages) and we continue using the proof of ∃y.¬P (n, y). From the knowledge that
¬P (n,m) holds, we may provide a canonical proof of ∃y.¬P (n, y). Therefore we get a proof
of C and we terminate. We have two results for our formal set of rules: a normal form result,
expressing that any normal proof of a simply existential C provides a witness of C through
the process sketched above (that is, we never get stuck if C is simply existential); and a strong
normalization result, proving that all reduction paths terminate into a normal form.

Unlike Interactive realizability [4], our reductions are in the research line starting from
Goedel ¬¬-translation, Friedman’s A-translation, Griffin’s continuations, and continuing with
Parigot’s [13] λµ-calculus , Krivine Classical realizability [11], Herbelin’s symmetry between
call-by-name and call-by-value [1], the works on classical realizability by Miquel [12] and others.

There also are differences, however. For example, in all interpretations of classical logic
coming from Friedman’s A-translation, the constant ⊥ (false) is treated as a variable and
eventually replaced by the simply existential formula C which is the goal of the proof. We do
not replace ⊥, and we provide instead a constructive interpretation of the classical axiom EM1
in term of learning (see [6]).

Another difference is that we extract a functional program using delimited exceptions and
we do not have explicit continuations, as it is the case with the other interpretations. We
raise an exception when we find an instance P (n,m) of the assumption ∀y.P (n, x) which is
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false, but in this case we do not restart the whole program, we only restart the part of it
relying on ∀y.P (n, x). Indeed, we switch from the execution of the left assumption of one rule
EM1 to the execution of the right assumption of the same rule. There are more technical
differences. First of all, our reduction set is non-deterministic. Whenever there are two false
instances P (n,m), P (n,m′) of an assumption ∀y.P (n, y) in some EM1-rule, we may either raise
the exception related to P (n,m), or raise the exception related to P (n,m′). The computation
is converging in both cases, and the witness we get for a simple existential conclusion C is
correct in both cases: however, we may obtain a different witness in the two cases. Second, as
we said our exception is delimited, therefore sometimes we have the problem of extending the
delimitation of the exception the minimum necessary to avoid getting stuck. Griffin solves this
problem using unlimited exceptions and continuations. Instead, we prefer having the smallest
possible delimitation for our exceptions, and we solve the problem using Prawitz’s permutative
reductions for disjunction elimination rules, which have the task of duplicating the context.

We consider our work as an application of some of the ideas of Interactive realizability [4]
to the research line based on control operators. This approach leads to a different realizability
semantics from Krivine’s (but also from Interactive Realizability). This work should also be
useful as a first step toward a possible implementation of Interactive realizability (another more
expressive one can be found in Aschieri [5]).

The strong normalization proof uses a combination of realizability and a technique intro-
duced by Aschieri-Zorzi [5], consisting in studying normalization in a system extended with de’
Liguoro-Piperno non-deterministic choice operator [9]. The proof of the normal form property
uses an extended notion of main branch developed in the ph.d. thesis of G. Birolo [8].
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Representing and reasoning about infinite terms is a great challenge in mathematics [1,3,4,7],
and in particular in computer science [2, 6]. Infinite terms are widely used in both theoretical
(sets, reals, graphs, Büchi automata, rewriting systems, process calculi, . . . ) and applied (traces
of computations, servers, streams of data, parallel executions, . . . ) computer science.

Our interest is in mechanised proofs, i.e. theorem provers and proof assistants. These
raise questions of the representation of theories – finite or not – that involve infinite data
structures. There are several mathematical formalisms for finite representation of infinite terms
like transfinite induction, ordinal assignment, bar induction, coinduction and others, which have
been used to build mechanised proofs on infinite data-structure or infinite behaviour; these
systems are complex and it is hard to reason about these systems.

In this paper, we model infinite terms with anamorphisms, morphisms of the form A0∨ . . .∨
An → A1. More precisely, infinite terms are represented by their unfolding, which can also be
seen as their computation, behaviour, or more generally observation. Every infinite terms must
enjoy a progress property called productivity : it is always possible to unfold – or observe – an
infinite term.

Twelf is a proof assistant, based on the logical framework lf [5], that supports dependent
types and higher-order abstract syntax with canonical terms. In Twelf, lf judgements are
represented as types with a stratified syntax of kinds, type families and terms. Twelf derives its
induction principles on the inductive definition of canonical forms of lf terms, and by extension
on lf type derivations. Well-formedness of an lf relation R : A0 → . . .→ An → type is decided
by a totality property (separated into two properties: coverage and termination), which states
that, according to a mode given to the arguments of R2, for all input term t : A0 × . . . × Am

there exists a output term u : Am+1 × . . . × An such that R(t, u), where (m < n), and this
process terminates.

Based on the work of Noam Zeilberger on defunctionalisation [9], we have built an encoding
method that allows us to describe adequately, within Twelf (i.e. using induction as the reasoning
principle), cyclic behaviours of some infinite terms in a finite number of observations and reason
about it in Twelf. The apply function given by the defunctionalisation is here an observe function
for the infinite term; the productivity of the observe function is ensure by Twelf totality checker.

The encoding can be summarised as: from an anamorphism A0 ∨ . . . ∨ An → A, the dis-
junction A0 ∨ . . . ∨An is represented by an lf type, namely α, which is an inductive structure
for the observations of A. Another lf type, namely α*, represents the set of defined infinite
terms, i.e. terms of type A. At last, a Twelf relation, ε : α* -> α -> type, interpreted as
∀t:α*.∃u:α.ε t u3, acts as an observation function. The Twelf logic programming paradigm
is used to ensure that this observation function is a terminating function that maps any rep-
resentation of infinite terms to an observation. The coverage and termination properties and
type checking of the observation function ensure productivity.

1Anamorphisms are the dual of catamorphisms (morphisms of the form A0 ∧ . . . ∧ An → A, which can be
used to represent inductive definitions.

2i.e. if they are an input or an output of R.
3i.e. moded as α* is the input and α is the output.
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We have running examples of representation of some infinite terms, such as conats, colists,
streams or infinite typed λ-calculus. We show here a small example of an implementation of
data streams in Twelf, such as the representation of the stream of ones, or the lf function which
merges two streams. The observation relation is checked to be total, i.e. it covers all the cases
of the inputs (stream*) and is terminating.

stream* : type.
stream : type.
cons : nat -> stream* -> stream.

ε/stream : stream* -> stream -> type.
%mode ε/stream +D -D’.

ones : stream *.
ε/ones : ε/stream ones (cons (s z) ones).

merge : stream* -> stream* -> stream *.
ε/merge : ε/stream (merge S T) (cons N (merge T S’))

<- ε/stream S (cons N S’).

%worlds () (ε/stream _ _).
%total (S) (ε/stream S _).

In this runnable example, the observation function ε/stream is checked to be a total func-
tion over stream*, which induces productivity of all infinite terms represented by ones and
merge(S,S’) (where S and S’ are themselves either ones or merge(T,T’)).
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Abstract

We propose a model of polymorphic λ-calculus or system F . Types and terms are
interpreted as well-founded trees. A map using a type as input is considered to be correct
if it maps well-founded trees into well-founded trees. We define a map over types over a
“test set” of previously defined types, in such a way that the correctness of the map over
the test set implies the correct of the map over all types, including those which are not yet
defined. The construction is a modification of the idea of Dilator due to Jean-Yves Girard
[3], [4].

In system F [1], [2], a type ∀α.A is defined by making reference to all types A[T/α], for any
type T , including the very type T = ∀α.A we are defining, and which is not yet available for
the definition. We interpret the definition of a type ∀α.A as a construction able to “learn” how
to process new inputs: it has an index set which is “open” to new individual in the sense of
Martin-Löf, which may be extended to include any type we will define later, including the very
type we are defining.

We represent both types and terms of F by well-founded trees, possibly indexed over the set
itself of all well-founded trees of the model. In the last case we have to make precise which kind
of operations are allowed over a “non-yet defined tree”, that is, how we may “learn” how to
process new kinds of inputs. In a predicative interpretation, when we have a tree T =

∨L
i∈I Ti

of label L as input, we usually do not know how the index function i 7→ Ti of the tree is defined,
but we do know the index set I of the tree. In this case we first read the label L, then we use the
tree as a kind of “black box”, having an input channel ending in the index set I, and an output
channel returning some immediate subtree Ti of T . For finitely many times we insert an index
i ∈ I in the input channel, and we obtain the corresponding subtree Ti in the output channel.
Now assume that we have as input a tree T =

∨
i∈I Ti whose index set I is not yet known: for

instance, I is the set of all well-founded trees of the model, which will be defined using the very
tree we are building now. In this case the input channel of the tree is not available to us: we
cannot select an index i ∈ I. The only way of using T as input is to produce, as output, a
tree U =

∨
i∈I Ui with the same index set as T . In this way we ask to the “external world” for

some index i in the unknown index set I. When we will know how to use the input channel
ending in I, we will send some i ∈ I through it. In this moment, we will learn how to use
the channel I, and we use i ∈ I to select the subtree Ti in the input tree. Then we compute
the output Ui out of the value Ti. We call this way of computing “polymorphism”, because it
works for many possible shapes of the unknown elements of the index set I, instead of working
for an index set whose elements are known. To be accurate we speak of level 1 polymorphism
or 1-polymorphism. We call known sets “monomorphic”, because their elements have a unique
possible shape.

We call 1-polymorphic the trees having, for all uncountable branching, an index map which
is 1-polymorphic. We use 1-polymorphic trees to interpret the fragment of F with second order
quantifiers not depending on each other. The main feature of a 1-polymorphic tree T =

∨
i∈I Ti,

with I uncountable, is that we may extend the index set I of T to the set of all well-founded
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trees, including the tree T itself. Apparently, this circularity prevents any possibility of well-
foundation and therefore of correctness of the construction, but this is not the case. The reason
is that we may restrict these branching to some “threshold” set I0, including enough trees to
decide the correctness of the construction. There is a similarity with what we do in a Scott
domain D = [D → D], when we restrict a continuous map f ∈ [D → D] to all “finite” inputs.
Thanks to continuity, we deduce the behavior of f over all d ∈ D, including f itself, because
D = [D → D]. In the case of 1-polymorphic maps, however, the threshold set is not used
to infer the behavior of f but to infer the correctness of f , and therefore it is larger than
the threshold set for Scott continuous functions. We will prove that the “threshold set” for
1-polymorphic trees is the set Ω1 of well-founded trees with at most countable branchings.

We consider a 1-polymorphic tree T to denote a correct construction if by restricting all
uncountable branchings of T to the “threshold set” we obtain some well-founded pruning of T .
One may object that if we extend the index set to all trees, we obtain a tree T =

∨
{Ti|i tree}

which may be instanced to any tree i, not just to the trees i belonging to the “threshold set” Ω1.
How can we guarantee that any instance Ti of T is correct (that is, well-founded), including the
instance i = T? We will use a similarity between our construction and Girard’s Dilators, and
we will prove that the output of a 1-polymorphic map is well-founded if all its countable subsets
are well-founded. We will prove that each countable subsets of the output depends on some
countable subset of the input, and therefore that any 1-polymorphic map sending countable
well-founded trees into countable well-founded trees sends well-founded trees into well-founded
trees. This result extends the input map i 7→ Ti from the threshold set Ω1 to all well-founded
trees, while preserving the fact that the output is well-founded.

We denote the set of 1-polymorphic trees with Ω2. It is possible to nest this construction
2, 3, . . . times, and to define level 2, 3, . . . polymorphic 2-polymorphic maps, somehow corre-
sponding to Girard’s ptykes. For any k ∈ N , k-polymorphic trees may be used to interpret the
fragment of F with k nesting of quantifiers. The union of all these constructions is a model of
the whole F .
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Abstract

In our previous works, we studied a notion of finiteness from a viewpoint of constructive
mathematics. Constructively, there are at least four positive definitions for a set of natural
numbers being finite, two of which are of our interest: a Noetherian set and a streamless set.
A set is Noetherian if the root of the tree of duplicate-free lists over the set is inductively
accessible. A set is streamless if every stream over the set has a duplicate. In this talk,
I will present our on-going work, aiming at positively answering to our conjecture: it is
constructively unprovable that a streamless set is Noetherian.

Classically any set is either finite or infinite, and any finite set is bijective to the set {n |
n ≤ m} of natural numbers n that are less than m for some m. However, the picture becomes
much more subtle in a constructive setting. In our previous works [2, 1], we studied, from a
constructive point of view, several classically equivalent definitions of finiteness, in terms of
their relative strength and closure properties.

Constructively, there are at least four positive definitions for finiteness. Assuming that the
set A in question has decidable equality, the four variations may be stated as follows.

(i) The set A is given by a list. (Enumerated sets)

(ii) There exists a bound such that any list over A contains duplicates whenever its length
exceeds the bound. (Size-bounded sets)

(iii) The root of the tree of duplicate-free lists over A is inductively accessible. (Noetherian
sets)

(iv) Every stream over A has a duplicate. (Streamless sets)

These four notions are classically equivalent but of decreasing constructive strength. Indeed,
collapsing any two of the first three variations gives rise to classical power: for instance, from (i)
⇔ (ii), one proves Limited Principle of Omniscience, ∀f : nat→ bool.(∀n : nat.f(n) = 0)∨ (∃n :
nat.f(n) = 1), stating that any bit-valued function is either everywhere zero or one at some n.
However we did not know whether the implication (iv) ⇒ (iii) can be proved constructively,
and we conjectured that it cannot.

Here we attempt to answer to our conjecture positively. Let us recall the definitions of (iii)
and (iv). Given a set A ⊆ nat of natural numbers, let NA ⊆ nat∗ be the smallest set of lists
over natural numbers that is closed under the following two rules:

(1) any list l over A is in NA whenever l has a duplicate;

(2) any list l over A is in NA whenever a :: l is in NA for every a : A.
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Then a set A is called Noetherian if NA contains an empty list. This definition is more general
than the above (iii), and is equivalent to (iii) when A has decidable equality. A set A is called
streamless if any stream over A has a duplicate, i.e., ∀f : nat→ A.∃n.∃m > n.f(n) = f(m).

Let H be the halting predicate, that is, H(i) := ∃k.T (i, i, k) with Kleene’s T -predicate. We
denote binary lists using the notation [...], e.g. [] denotes an empty list, [1; 1; 1; 1] the binary
list that contains four 1’s, etc. We call a binary list [b0; ...; bn−1] a partial solution to the halting
problem if H(i) ⇐⇒ bi = 1 for all i < n. Let PH be the set of partial solutions to the halting
problem. Distinct elements of PH have different lengths. We assume binary lists to be encoded
as natural numbers in some obvious, recursive way.

The set PH is infinite. Indeed we can prove that NPH
is not Noetherian as follows. Let

S be the set of lists over nat containing duplicates. In particular, S contains lists of elements
of PH encoded as natural numbers. S is clearly closed by (1). To see that S is closed under
(2), let ll be a list over PH and assume l :: ll ∈ S for all l ∈ PH . It is decidable whether ll
has duplicates or not. If so, we have ll ∈ S. If not, we perform case analysis on the shape of
ll. Suppose ll is []. Since [] ∈ PH , we must have [[]] ∈ S by our assumption, which contradicts
with that the elements of S contain duplicates. So we may assume ll 6= []. Let [b0; ...; bn−1] be
the longest list in ll. Define li = [b0; ...; bn−1; i] for i = 0, 1. By construction, neither l0 :: ll
nor l1 :: ll has duplicates, hence they are not in S. By assumption, we have that l′ :: ll ∈ S
for all l′ ∈ PH . Hence it follows that li /∈ PH for i = 0, 1. From the definition of PH and
that [b0; ...; bn−1] ∈ PH , we learn that ¬(H(n)) and ¬¬(H(n)), which is absurd. Hence we have
ll ∈ S and S satisfies both the closure conditions defining NPH

. Since S does not contain an
empty list, it follows that NPH

is not Noetherian.
On the other hand, PH is streamless for recursive streams. Hence it cannot be disproved

that PH is streamless. Therefore, the implication (iv) ⇒ (iii) is unprovable.
In this talk, I will reconstruct the above (informal) argument in the setting of type theory,

by abstracting away the halting predicate.
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Abstract

We build a realizability model for Peano arithmetic based on winning conditions for
HON games. First we define a notion of winning strategies on arenas equipped with winning
conditions. We prove that the interpretation of a classical proof of a formula is a winning
strategy on the arena with winning condition corresponding to the formula. Finally we
apply this to Peano arithmetic with relativized quantifications and give the example of
witness extraction for Π0

2 formulas.

Realizability is a technique to extract computational content from formal proofs. It has been
widely used to analyze intuitionistic systems (for e.g. higher-order arithmetic or set theory),
see [12] for a survey. Following Griffin’s computational interpretation of Peirce’s law [4], Krivine
developed in [7, 8, 6] a realizability for second-order classical arithmetic and Zermelo-Fraenkel
set theory.

On the other hand, Hyland-Ong game semantics provide precise models of various pro-
gramming languages such as PCF [5] (a similar model has also been obtained in [10]), also
augmented with control operators [9] and higher-order references [1]. In these games, plays
are traces of interaction between a program (player P) and an environment (opponent O). A
program is interpreted by a strategy for P which represents the interactions it can have with
any environment.

In this talk, we devise a notion of realizability for HON general games based on winning
conditions on plays. We show that our model is sound for classical Peano arithmetic and allows
to perform extraction for Π0

2 formulas.
HON games with winning conditions on plays have been used in e.g. [3] for intuitionistic

propositional logic with fixpoints. Our winning conditions can be seen as a generalization of the
ones of [3] in order to handle full first-order classical logic, while [3] only deals with totality. Our
witness extraction is based on a version of Friedman’s trick inspired from Krivine [8]. Classical
logic is handled as in the unbracketed game model of PCF of [9].

We start from the cartesian closed category of single-threaded strategies. This category
allows to model references and control operators. We apply the coproduct completion described
in [2] to this category and obtain a category of continuations (see [11]). This category enlightens
the fact that the usual flat arena of integers in HON games is indeed the negative translation of
some coproduct. Our realizability is then obtained by equipping arenas with winning conditions
on plays. Similarly to the orthogonality-based framework of Krivine [7], the realizability arrow
of our model is not the usual Kleene arrow of intuitionistic realizability (see e.g. [12]).

This work is developed in a paper available at:

http://hal.archives-ouvertes.fr/hal-00793324
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To reason about state transition systems, we need a logic of state. Linear logic [8] is such a
logic and has been successfully used to model such diverse systems as process calculi, references
and concurrency in programming languages, security protocols, multi-set rewriting, and graph
algorithms. Linear logic achieves this versatility by representing propositions as resources that
are combined using ⊗, which can then be transformed using the linear implication ((). How-
ever, linear implication is timeless: there is no way to correlate two concurrent transitions. If
resources have lifetimes and state changes have temporal, probabilistic or stochastic constraints,
then the logic will allow inferences that may not be realizable in the system being modelled.
The need for formal reasoning in such constrained systems has led to the creation of specialized
formalisms such as Continuous Stochastic Logic (CSL) [2] or Probabilistic CTL [9], that pay a
considerable encoding overhead for the states and transitions in exchange for the constraint
reasoning not provided by linear logic. A prominent alternative to the logical approach is to
use a suitably enriched process algebra such as the stochastic and probabilistic π-calculi or the
κ-calculus [6]. Processes are animated by means of simulation and then compared with the ob-
servations. Process calculi do not however completely fill the need for formal logical reasoning
for constrained transition systems.

We propose a simple yet general method to add constraint reasoning to linear logic. It
is an old idea—labelled deduction [13] with hybrid connectives [3]—applied to a new domain.
Precisely, we parameterize ordinary logical truth on a constraint domain: A@w stands for the
truth of A under constraint w. Only a basic monoidal structure is assumed about the constraints
from a proof-theoretic standpoint. We then use the hybrid connectives of satisfaction and
localization to perform generic symbolic reasoning on the constraints at the propositional level.
We call the result hybrid linear logic (HyLL). HyLL has a generic cut-free (but cut admitting)
sequent calculus that can be strengthened with a focusing restriction [1] to obtain a normal
form for proofs. Any instance of HyLL that gives a semantic interpretation to the constraints
continues to enjoy these proof-theoretic properties.

Focusing allows us to treat HyLL as a logical framework for constrained transition systems.
Logical frameworks with hybrid connectives have been considered before; hybrid LF (HLF), for
example, is a generic mechanism to add many different kinds of resource-awareness, including
linearity, to ordinary LF [12]. HLF follows the usual LF methodology by keeping the logic of
the framework minimal: its proof objects are canonical (β-normal η-long) natural deduction
terms, where canonicity is known to be brittle because of permutative equivalences [14]. With
a focused sequent calculus, we have more direct access to a canonical representation of proofs,
so we can enrich the framework with any connectives that obey the focusing discipline. The
representational adequacy of an encoding in terms of (partial) focused sequent derivations
tends to be more straightforward than in a natural deduction formulation. We illustrate this by
encoding the synchronous stochastic π-calculus (Sπ) in HyLL using rate functions as constraints.

In addition to the novel stochastic component, our encoding of Sπ is a conceptual im-
provement over other encodings of π-calculi in linear logic. In particular, we perform a full
propositional reflection of processes as in [10], but our encoding is first-order and adequate as
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in [4]. HyLL does not itself prescribe an operational semantics for the encoding of processes;
thus, bisimilarity in continuous time Markov chains (CTMC) is not the same as logical equiva-
lence in stochastic HyLL, unlike in CSL [7]. This is not a deficiency; rather, the combination of
focused HyLL proofs and a proof search strategy tailored to a particular encoding is necessary
to produce faithful symbolic executions. This exactly mirrors Sπ where it is the simulation
rather than the transitions in the process calculus that is shown to be faithful to the CTMC
semantics [11].

This work has the following main contributions. First is the logic HyLL itself and its associ-
ated proof-theory, which has a clean judgemental pedigree in the Martin-Löf tradition. Second,
we show how to obtain many different instances of HyLL for particular constraint domains be-
cause we only assume a basic monoidal structure for constraints. Third, we illustrate the use of
focused sequent derivations to obtain adequate encodings by giving a novel adequate encoding
of Sπ. Our encoding is, in fact, fully adequate – partial focused proofs are in bijection with
traces. The ability to encode Sπ gives an indication of the versatility of HyLL. Eventually, we
hope to use HyLL to encode the stochastic transition systems of formal molecular biology in a
sense similar to the κ-calculus [6]. This is the focus of our efforts at the I3S.

The full version of this paper is available as a technical report [5].
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It is well-known that the advantages of encodings based on Higher-Order Abstract Syntax
(HOAS) often thin out as soon as the proof development process starts. In particular, this
happens when we want to reason formally about the metatheory of the object language and we
must handle, at the proof level, some of the notions delegated to the underlying metalanguage
(e.g., bound variables, capture-avoiding substitution). Moreover, we must cope with the lack
of support for higher-order induction in many proof assistants. In the literature, there is a
lot of work devoted to represent conveniently the binders and to reason formally about object
languages with binders, both in first-order and in higher-order settings: layered approaches
[GM96], validity predicates [DFH95], nominal calculi [Pit03], axiomatic theories, and so on.

Moreover, HOAS naturally favors a natural deduction-style representation of logical sys-
tems, as opposed to common sequent-style presentations on paper. Indeed, this allows for
shallow encodings of proof contexts, which are no longer rendered via explicit lists of, e.g.,
type assumptions (for instance, let us think about formalizations of type systems); instead, the
assumptions contained in a classic proof context are accommodated by means of an auxiliary
“bookkeeping” judgment [Mic97], which simply records the existence of such assumptions. As
a result, the final encoding is, without the usual list machinery, rather terse and clear to read.
However, as in the case of the syntax representation, many issues rise up when it is the moment
to reason formally about the metatheory of the object language; for instance, we must resort
to alternative proof techniques in place of the usual inductions over the length of the contexts.

In this paper, we present an ongoing formal development addressing both the problem of
providing an elegant and concise encoding of object languages with binders, and the issue of
allowing the user to reason formally about their metatheory in a rather straightforward way.
The object language that we adopt as the benchmark is the type language of pure System F<:

(already used as a test-bed for the famous POPLMark Challenge [ABF+05, ABF+]).
In fact, we carry out a weak-HOAS encoding of System F<: in the Coq proof assistant, and

we exploit the Theory of Contexts (ToC: an axiomatization of some simple properties about
variables, see [HMS01, BHM+06]) to formally prove statements involving binders. In particular,
we introduce an implicit representation of the typing context based upon the bookkeeping
technique, as opposed to the explicit list-based one presented in [CS12].

To reconcile weak-HOAS with Coq’s (co)inductive features, we use a separate non-inductive
type Var for variables; the novelty of our rendering of the context Γ in judgments of the form
Γ `M : σ consists in the introduction of the following parametric1 predicate envTp:

Parameter envTp: Var -> Tp -> Prop.

Thus, given a System F<: environment Γ = {X1<:T1, . . . , Xn<:Tn}, its formal representation
in Coq amounts to the following set of assumptions:

Parameter h1: (envTp X1 T1). ... Parameter hn: (envTp Xn Tn).

1In Coq, the Parameter declaration allows the user to introduce a global variable.
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where, of course, we denote by Ti the Coq encoding of Ti. So doing, the representation of a
typing environment is not confined to a list, but it is “global”, in the sense that every variable
declaration is always accessible. This implies that we can encode the subtyping relation as an
inductive predicate subTp: Tp -> Tp -> Prop, without carrying around the environment.

Obviously, there are some drawbacks to deal with. First, being envTp an open predicate, we
must enforce by some Axioms the usual good formation conditions about contexts. Secondly,
a more subtle issue must be handled; for instance, let us consider the informal narrowing
statement:

Γ, X<:Q,∆ `M<:N ∧ Γ ` P<:Q⇒ Γ, X<:P,∆ `M<:N.

It is apparent that the variable typings X<:Q and X<:P belong to two distinct environments,
which are involved in distinct derivations. Instead, a naive formalization in Coq would introduce
two assumptions, (envTp X Q) and (envTp X P), in the same global environment, yielding two
different typing assumptions for the same variable (i.e., a non well-formed environment).

To avoid these inconsistencies, we use distinct (non-clashing) variables (notin ho encodes
the “non-occurrence” predicate of a variable in an abstracted term, i.e., a term with a “hole”):

Theorem narrowing: forall X:Var, forall M N: Var->Tp, forall Q P:Tp,

(notin_ho X M) -> (notin_ho X N) -> (envTp X Q) -> (subTp (M X) (N X)) ->

(subTp P Q) -> forall Y:Var, ~X=Y -> (notin_ho Y M) -> (notin_ho Y N) ->

(envTp Y P) -> (subTp (M Y) (N Y)).

According to our experiments with these kinds of encodings, the implicit representation of
contexts Γ works well with the ToC, because we can derive specialized induction principles
which are more powerful (from a practical point of view) than Coq’s built-in induction tactic.

In fact, the trick for System F<: is to associate a “measure” to subtyping derivations (e.g.,
the number of rules used), a technicality which allows to recover a suitable induction principle for
dealing with metaproperties involving variable renamings (rendered as functional applications),
like in the above narrowing theorem.
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The Coq proof assistant, defined as a formal proof management system, is a well-established
system for developing and checking proofs. It is based on a formal language –the Calculus of
(co)-Inductive Constructions– rooted in Type Theory. It generates proof-terms interactively,
which are certified in the end of their development by a small typechecker called the kernel.
The proof technique proof by computation replaces parts of proofs by internalizing them as
computations, a benefit from Type Theory in which types may embed computation. This allows
to replace potentially large hand-written proof-terms by small proof-terms whose verification
requires computation at type level. Many developments in Coq use a successful instance of this
technique, proof by reflection, based on decision procedures on reified formulas.

There are several advantages and weaknesses of proof by reflection, especially in comparison
with the traditional LCF proof style. Indeed, the development of proofs using this technique
has a price; for a decision procedure, say D, two things must be taken into account: first,
writing D, for example in Coq, restricts the programmer to only use total functions; second, the
proof of soundness of D could require extra work that may be of greater difficulty than the proof
of the original goal itself. As a result, the implementation of decision procedures is sometimes
over-simplified to abbreviate the proof of soundness, which may lead to inefficiencies. This is
regrettable because proof search is intrinsically a computationally expansive process.

Some variants of the initial technique were invented to facilitate proving by reflection. The
main differences between them are: (i) the language in which the decision procedure D is
programmed; (ii) the way the soundness proof is obtained; (iii) the shape of the final proof-
term. In the original style of proof by reflection, the programming language does not have
native imperative features like side-effects and usually is a total programming language. The
final proof-term is a proof of equality, which is small and its type-checking is just a convertibility
check. In a certifying style, the decision procedure is written in a general purpose language,
typically an effectful language, and is mostly used as an untrusted but sophisticated oracle by
the theorem prover. The proof of soundness is done by a certificate-checker, which should prove
to be sound. The final proof-term has to embed the certificate, therefore it can not be small as
in the original style.

The aim of our work consists in a novel lightweight style of proof by reflection. Our idea
is to use an (untrusted) compiled version of a monadic decision procedure written in Type
Theory within an effectful language, as an efficient oracle for itself. The decision procedures
are written in a language based on Type Theory, which is extended with monads as commonly
found in Haskell programs. In this way, programmers have a full set of effects at their hands
(references, exceptions, non-termination), together with dependent types to enforce (partial)
correctness. The evaluation of decision procedures, in our monadic style inside Coq, is designed

�Accepted paper in ITP 2013.
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to be executed with the help of what we call a prophecy. The decision procedure is compiled
into an impure programming language (OCaml) with an efficient computational model which
performs all the effectful computations. The compilation maps the computations of the monad
in Coq, to effectful terms of OCaml; it also instruments the code to compute a small piece of
information to efficiently simulate a converging reduction of the compiled code in Type Theory,
using the initial monadic decision procedure. Finally, a relation of a posteriori simulation stands
between the compiled term Cptq and the initial monadic term t.

To formalise this idea in a general way, we have studied a concept of a posteriori simula-
tion of effectful computations in Type Theory. Roughly speaking, given a computation C of
type M A, we determine on which conditions there exists a piece of information p such that
the evaluation of C using p can witness an inhabitant of type A. Intuitively, if a compiled
computation Cptq converges to a value v, then the same evaluation can be simulated a pos-
teriori in Coq using some prophecy p. This prophecy completes the computation to get a
reduced one “óp t” convertible to “unit t1”, for some term t1 of type T. The formalization of the
principle of a posteriori simulation focuses on simply typed λ-calculus. On the one hand, we
define λ, a purely functional and strongly normalizing programming language parameterized
by a monad M, which is abstractly specified by a set of requirements. On the other hand, we
define λv,K, an impure functional and non-terminating programming language. The language
λ includes the usual monadic combinators for effects in the spirit of [5] and two unusual expres-
sions: the constant ó and the type constructor P for prophecies. The role of ó is to perform a
posteriori simulation, therefore we read óp t of type M T as “the reduced computation of t using
the prophecy p”. This reduction remains as a computation, so ó has type P Ñ M T Ñ M T.
The type constructor M, used as a parameter for λ, is a simulable monad if the simulation
of effectful constants c converges thanks to the prophecies obtained during execution of the
compilation of c. The main theorem relates small-step semantics of λ and big-step semantics
of λv,K: let � $ t : MT be a computation which compilation converges to a value and produces a
prophecy p1, then there exists a term t1 such that óp1 t � �t1.

There is a prototype plugin1 for Coq to develop proofs using the method we described.
The monad includes the effectful operations of partiality, non-termination, state and printing.
Also the non-determinism can be programmed on top of the monad. Its type definition is
parameterized by a signature to type the memory operations: M Σ α � State.t Σ Ñ pα �
stringq�State.t Σ. We keep the power of the dependently-typed system of Coq despite the fact
that we are working in a monad. Using this proposal of proof by reflection we also get a great
performance, gained for type-checking. This is an ongoing work, our long-term goal is to build
upon this system to use Coq as a typed tactic language for Coq.
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It is commonly conceived that computationally well-behaved programs and data structures
are usually more difficult to study formally than naive ones. Rich formalisms like the Calculus
of Inductive Constructions, on which the Coq [2] proof assistant relies, allow several different
representations of the same object so that users can choose the one suiting their needs.

Even simple objects like natural numbers may have both a unary representation which fea-
tures a very straightforward induction scheme and a binary one which is exponentially more
compact, but usually entails more involved proofs. Their respective incarnations in the stan-
dard library of Coq are the two inductive types nat and N along with two isomorphisms
N.of_nat : nat -> N and N.to_nat : N -> nat. Operators and proofs used to be dupli-
cated over these two types, whereas recent versions of the library make use of functors and type
classes to factor the code.

However, this traditional approach to abstraction, by defining an interface specifying the
signature of operators and axiomatizing their properties, proving correctness from the axioms,
and then instantiating to particular implementations, has at least two drawbacks in our context.
First, it is not always obvious how to define the correct interface, and not even clear that a
suitable one always exists. Second, having abstract axioms goes against the type-theoretic view
of objects with computational content which means in practice that proof techniques like small
scale reflection, as advocated by the SSReflect extension [4], are not applicable. Instead, the
approach we propose involves proving the correctness of operators on data structures designed
for proofs – as opposed to an abstract signature – and then transporting them to more efficient
implementations. We distinguish two notions: program refinements and data refinements.

The first of these consists in transforming a program into a more efficient one computing the
same thing, preserving the involved types. For example, standard matrix multiplication can be
refined to a more efficient implementation like Strassen’s fast matrix product. The correctness
of this kind of refinements is often straightforward to state in Coq as, in many cases, it suffices
to prove that the two algorithms are extensionally equal.

However, we consider program refinement as an input to our framework and we do not
explain here how to prove them formally. Instead, we focus on data refinements, by which we
mean linking two different datatypes representing the same mathematical objects, and lifting
the associated operators from one to the other.

We rely on a previous work [3] which defines a framework refining algebraic structures in
a similar way, while allowing a step-by-step approach to prove correctness of algorithms. The
present work1 improves generality by extending to previously unsupported data types (like

∗The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s 7th Framework
Programme under grant agreement nr. 243847 (ForMath).

1Documentation and development is available at http://www.maximedenes.fr/coqeal/
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the rational numbers), flexibility and modularity by refining each operator in isolation, and
automation.

In practice our framework decomposes each library into three parts. The first part con-
sists in defining the computation-oriented datastructures together with the (possibly efficient)
algorithms operating on it. Both may be based on abstract types and operators for the un-
derlying structures. For example, given an abstract type A equipped with a binary operator
mul : A -> A -> A representing multiplication, rational numbers may be implemented by the
type A * A of pairs of elements in A. It is then possible to define multiplication for this represen-
tation. In order to make programming easier we use operational typeclasses [7] to parametrize
by operations such as mul.

In the second part, the correctness of the computation-oriented type and its operations is
proved by linking them to their proof-oriented counterparts. For rational numbers this could
for example mean that the representation as a pair would be linked to the type rat of rational
numbers of SSReflect, which are pairs of coprime integers where the second component is
nonzero. In this case A * A and rat would not be isomorphic, but the latter would be a partial
quotient of the former [1].

The correctness of the implemented algorithms is proved by instantiating by proof-oriented
types and is proved with respect to its proof-oriented counterpart. For rational numbers, this
would lead us to change the abstract type A to a proof-oriented representation of integers and
prove that the definition of multiplication computes the same thing as the one for rat (modulo
normalization). These correctness proofs are stored in a database (using typeclass instances
[6]) so that they can be instrumented for automated translation.

The third step is to substitute the proof-oriented parameters with computation-oriented
ones. Applying it on rational numbers implies changing the proof-oriented representation of
integers into a computation-oriented one, which refines the former. This step can be done by
taking advantage of parametricity. However since parametricity is not internal in Coq [5], we
rely on meta-programming.

This work is intended to be used as a new basis for CoqEAL – The Coq Effective Algebra
Library. This is a library that we are currently developing, containing many formally veri-
fied program refinements such as Strassen’s fast matrix product, Karatsuba’s fast polynomial
product and the Sasaki-Murao algorithm to compute the characteristic polynomial of a matrix.
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Abstract

While subsumption is a crucial reasoning tool in ontologies as well as in Conceptual
Modeling, its formal definition is not precise and its implementation in usual first-order-
logic-based theories suffers from a lack of expressiveness and leads to many ambiguities. We
show in this talk that the Coq language (based on the Calculus of Inductive Constructions
with type classes) extended with an ontological layer is able to support both an expressive
and clear semantics for the subsumption relations, namely is a and part-whole.

Summary

The most widely discussed relations are formal relations and more precisely, class subsumption
(is a relation) and partonomic inclusion (part-whole relation). Both is a and part-whole are
ubiquitous in foundational ontologies and many works have investigated their representation.
However, due to imprecise definitions of their real-world semantics, the use of these relations and
particularly of part− whole relation is often problematic as a way of communicating meaning
in an application domain. For example, although Description Logics (DL) is being constantly
refined and extended, it can hardly properly define the mereological parthood relation1 which
is essential e.g., in many biological ontologies and even SROIQ can only partially capture
mereology. Whilst proper parthood can be captured as a symmetric, transitive, and asymmetric
relation, SROIQ cannot express anti-symmetry, and parthood cannot adequately be modeled.
Therefore, in this paper we address the problem of defining ontological relations in a more
rigorous and unambiguous way. For that purpose we make use of a unified language [2], i.e., K-
DTT (Knowledge-based Dependent Type Theory) able to construct very expressive hierarchies.
In particular we will demonstrate that properties of relations propagate through the inheritance
hierarchy, resulting in a significant simplification of the reasoning process. We restrict the study
to the more foundational relations, i.e., is a and part-whole relations since it is the basis of
most existing works about foundational ontologies.

The Calculus of Constructions with inductive types and universes has given rise to the
Coq language, a theorem prover for developing mathematical specifications and proofs. We
use powerful primitives such as Types Classes (TCs) for describing data structures. TCs in
Coq are similar to type classes in Haskell, however Coq allows us to do better by specifying
the rules inside TCs. TCs allow parametric arguments, inheritance and multiple fields, then,
any meta-model can be described with TCs. Since TCs can be predicates, one has to prove
the type class with instances. It follows that instances are nothing else than models proving
the specifications of the TC w.r.t. semantics. We restrict here the scope to the formalization
of relations, described with TCs. We follow the idea of using an ontology for controlling the

1It refers here to the transitive part-of relation as specified in mereology
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semantics of formal relations and will show how a well-founded conceptual model for these
relations can be designed (e.g., with specifications for relation types).

Whereas usual conceptual modeling languages separate the is a and the part-whole rela-
tions, we claim that a general subsumption relation called mereosis, is able to encompass both
relations. The differences between these relations relies on the notion of attribute2 persistence
[1]. Suppose that we have a mathematical space S in which parts are ordered by the inclusion
relation ⊆. Given two parts U and V , they are assigned the respective collections A(U) and
A(V ) of attributes owned by each of them. The possession of primitive attributes is said per-
sistent if U ⊆ V → A(V ) ⊆ A(U). In such a way, is a relations have the persistence property
while part-whole relations do not possess this property. Such properties are expressed with
specifications, i.e., TCs involving a structure and axioms about this structure. Using paramet-
ric universes, coercive subtyping and inheritance between TCs, a hierarchy can be arranged
between specifications. Specifying is a relations with persistence also complies with Formal
Concept Analysis (FCA) which is a theory of data analysis identifying conceptual structures
among data sets. The subconcept/superconcept relation gives the same constraints provided
that (i) the set of attribute is the set of properties of a universal and (ii) the set of objects
corresponds to the set of proof objects that fall under the universal. It follows that the basic
structure describing foundational is a relations is a lattice and supports multiple inheritance.

The strong property of non-persistence must be refined in order to cope with the multiple
constraints which inhere in the formalization of part-whole relations. A major distinction
underlying a clear part-whole classification relies on the transitivity property of the part-whole
relation while a second distinction should be based on the types of their relata. Dedicated
specifications express that the part-whole relation can be either transitive, intransitive or non-
transitive, i.e., neither transitive nor intransitive. Furthermore, different types of the part-whole
relations are captured according to the type of their relata. Then, specifications of part-whole
properties arranged into TCs will form a hierarchy using multiple inheritance. Wider inheritance
hierarchies can be investigated for describing expressive knowledge hierarchies in which type
checking allow for proving well-formed ontologies. It is worth noticing that the number of
specifications is quite limited and then, that the computing properties such as decidability can
be preserved.

Usual theories about part-whole relations do not consider categories of the entity types
involved in a part-whole relation and any is a relation between these relations presuppose
that their arguments are identical. The K-DTT language is able to control both the types
of each argument if required and inheritance between the type classes representing distinct
relation types. This property extends the expected expressiveness of the theory beyond the
usual power of ontology languages since it involves not only the predicates of relation types
(i.e., specifications) but also all arguments for these types.
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In the last decade there has been several important achievements in the field of compiler
certification, of which the project CompCert [9, 10] is the most noteworthy because it deals
with a realistic compiler for C. In spite of these advances it is an active research topic open for
new techniques and experimentation: for example, can one use denotational semantic models
to structure the proof of correctness?

Reynolds [15] defined an intermediate language generator for an Algol-like language using
functorial categories, and suggested it as an approach prone to compiler certification. Our
long-term goal is to develop a certified compiler for a full-fledged Algol-like language with a
non-trivial type system along the lines of Reynolds’ proposal. In this talk we report advances
in that direction: we have proved in Coq [1] the correctness of a compiler for a small language
featuring the main characteristics of the Algol tradition: a simple imperative language, a pro-
cedure mechanism based on a typed call-by-name lambda calculus, and a stack-discipline for
the allocation of variables in the store.

Leroy [8] defined an abstract machine for a call-by-value lambda calculus, and used coinduc-
tive big-step semantics to describe the behaviour of divergent programs. He also used Coq to
prove the correctness of the compiler and some additional semantic properties like evaluation
determinism and progress. A similar approach has been used by Leroy [11] and Bertot [3] for
imperative languages.

We have followed the same strategy, but with significant differences due to the characteristics
of Algol-like languages: (i) the call mechanism is call-by-name rather than call-by-value; (ii) it
combines imperative and applicative features; (iii) the store allocation mechanism follows a
stack discipline: local variables are deallocated at the end of their block.

Another difference with respect to [8, 11, 3] is the use of information provided by the type
system at compilation time, inserting appropriate instructions on the generated code. In this
way we were able to simplify our previous attempts of designing our compiler and abstract
machine where such information was available only at run-time.

We are still far from our goal of having a certified compiler for Forsythe [16]: our next
milestone in that direction is the inclusion of intersection types. At the same time we plan to
have a better understanding of Reynolds’ proposal of using denotational semantics to prove the
correctness of the compiler; the first step in this path is to identify a class of denotational models
for the language, one of which would be the intermediate language which we are targeting.

Related Work. The semantic models for Algol-like languages have been studied by several
authors including Reynolds [17], Oles [12, 13] and more recently by Reddy [14]. Reynolds [15]
presented a compiler for a small Algol-like language, defined as a special case of his functorial
semantic model. Harrison [6, 7] used partial evaluation to generate code, having the compiler
of [15] as a starting point. Chlipala [4, 5], and Bertot [2] have worked on computer-assisted
verification of compilers for several programming languages, including typed lambda calculus
and impure functional languages.
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The Curry-Howard correspondence allows to ensure through a type system that a given λ-
term is safe to execute, in the sense that it will terminate, and it has been extended to settings
using the cut rule to type explicit substitutions [1], which allow to decompose β-reduction
and are closer to the actual implementation of functional programming languages, related to
abstract machines. It has also been extended to handle erasure and duplication of pieces of
code explicitly [4], as should be done in a realistic implementation, and generalised to lists of
arguments by using the sequent calculus as a basis for the correspondence [3].

Since reduction in the λ-calculus can be performed following different strategies, for example
by starting with functions bodies as in call-by-name or with arguments as in call-by-value, we
know that it is possible to reduce separate parts of a λ-term in parallel. In the reduction:

(λx.t v) u −→B (t v)[x← u] −→∗ t[x← u1] v1
where x does not appear in v, it is clear that the reductions u −→∗ u1 and v −→∗ v1, as
well as the pushing of the substitution inside the application, can be performed in parallel,
since confluence ensures that the result is the same in any possible interleaving. However,
this parallelism appears in the fact that cuts can be picked independently to be reduced, in
different branches, but it cannot be exploited to introduce concurrency: it would require to
have synchronisation points where reduction in one branch could interfere with reduction in
another branch, which cannot happen.

The purpose of the work presented here is to use a particular feature of proof systems fol-
lowing the deep inference methodology [2] to introduce a notion of communication in a typed
λ-calculus, in a way that allows computation to be distributed among several units executing
not only in parallel, but also concurrently in the sense that they must communicate resources
to one another to perform computation. The logical system used as a basis in this correspon-
dence is a new system we call JD for the implication-only fragment of intuitionistic logic, in
the calculus of structures. It is designed as an adaptation of the natural deduction system NJ
to the setting of deep inference, and uses two connectives for implication — the object-level
implication → and the meta-level implication ⊃ — as shown below:

A,B ::= a | t | A→ B | A ⊃ B
{

t ⊃ A ≡ A
A ⊃ (B ⊃ C) ≡ B ⊃ (A ⊃ C)

(1)

where the equations on the right generate a congruence ≡ on formulas, so that structures in this
system can be defined as equivalence classes of formulas, as usual in the calculus of structures.
The specific inference rules used are the following:

t
x −−−−−−−
A ⊃ A

A ⊃ B
i −−−−−−−−
A→ B

B
w −−−−−−−
A ⊃ B

((A ⊃ B) ⊃ C) ⊃ D
s −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
A ⊃ (B ⊃ C) ⊃ D

(A ⊃ A)→ B
e −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

B

A ⊃ A ⊃ B
c −−−−−−−−−−−−−

A ⊃ B
((A ⊃ B) ⊃ C)→ D

si −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
A ⊃ ((B ⊃ C)→ D)

(2)

where the rules x, i, w and c are essentially the same rules as in NJ, but where the elimination
rule e is decomposed, so that no hypothesis is given to prove A, as hypotheses must be pushed
one by one, in a lazy way, to the left of A using the switch rules s and si.
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As in natural deduction, normalisation can be proved for JD using a rewriting procedure
based on permutation of rule instances, using the cut, defined as the composition of the i and
e rules. This can be used as a basis for an adaptation of the Curry-Howard correspondence
to this setting, and using for example a variant of JD where the switch rules are built inside
the elimination rule, we obtain a type system for standard λ-calculi with explicit substitutions,
such as λs [5].

When using JD as the basis for a type system, we have to provide a computational interpre-
tation of the switch rules, in the sense that they should be used to type some operators in an
extended λ-calculus. The crucial observation is that the standard elimination rule is translated
to this setting using several switches, as follows:

C1, · · · , Cn ` A Γ ` A→ B
→e −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Γ, C1, · · · , Cn ` B
−→

Γ ⊃ (((C1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Cn ⊃ A) ⊃ A)→ B)
si −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

· · ·
si −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Γ ⊃ C1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ (((Cn ⊃ A) ⊃ A)→ B)
si −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Γ ⊃ C1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Cn ⊃ ((A ⊃ A)→ B)
e −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−

Γ ⊃ C1 ⊃ · · · ⊃ Cn ⊃ B
but in some given proof in JD, all these switches are not necessarily located immediately above
the elimination instance. This means that one switch instance corresponds to an operator used
to provide one resource — a typing assumption — to a subterm typed deeper in the structure.
A way of representing this is to type two operators for input and output applied on the same
channel: t : ((∆, y :A ⊃ u :B) ⊃ C)→ D

si −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
x :A ⊃ αx.t : ((∆ ⊃ αy.u :B) ⊃ C)→ D

(3)

where αx.t is a term that sends on α an explicit substitution on x, seen as a resource, and αy.u
is receiving a resource on α and binding it to y, much like in the (higher-order) π-calculus [6].
The normalisation procedure for JD yields a set of rewrite rules where substitutions are always
pushed on the left in applications, and including communication rules:

(t v)[x← u] −→ t[x← u] v
(αx.t)[x← u] (αy.v) −→ (αiφ.t) (αiφ.v[y ← u])

(4)

where φ is the list of free variables of u and the channels αi are fresh. Another communication
rule is responsible for passing a resource to a term inside another substitution. The resulting
λ-calculus, called λc, provides a view of explicit substitutions as resources, and of subterms
in applications as concurrent processes communicating through channels. Unfortunately, the
operational behaviour of the untyped calculus is rather complicated, in particular because of
“backwards references” and deadlocks, but typing ensures that a term can be reduced — and it
might also ensure confluence.
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Type theory comes with various notions of equality: judgemental vs propositional, inten-
sional/definitional vs extensional, with or without functional extensionality, with or without
uniqueness of equality proof, with or without a univalent notion of equality of types [11]1

Consider for instance the case of Intensional Type Theory (ITT) and Extensional Type
Theory (ETT). In ITT, intensional equality is defined in a purely judgemental way and is used
for conversion. Built on top of an initial set of definitions, it satisfies functional extensionality (ξ-
rule of λ-calculus) and uniqueness of (de facto invisible) equality proofs. Reified into the identity
type connective, it extends into a propositional equality and gets closed under extensional
(inductive and hypothetical) reasoning. In ETT, propositional equality is reflected back into
judgemental equality: they start to share their properties ending in both being extensional (i.e.
closed under inductive and hypothetical reasoning) and both satisfying functional extensionality
and uniqueness of proofs, in agreement with an old result by Hofmann [6].

None of these is satisfactory. In practice, ITT offers a too weak judgemental equality
compared to what users of proof assistant, or even informal type theoretists would expect. For
instance, 0+x = x+0, though obvious, is not judgemental. On the other side, 0+x = x+0 is part
of judgemental equality in ETT but there, judgemental equality is undecidable which potentially
breaks normalisation and mechanisation of reduction in unsatisfiable typing contexts.

The works of Blanqui, Jouannaud, Okada on the Calculus of Algebraic Constructions [4],
later extended by works with Strub on Coq Modulo Theory [5, 10], suggest that judgemental
equality does not have to be either intensional or extensional, but instead “technological” in the
sense that the principal criterion that could justify it is its ability to be mechanically decided.

This suggests to explore how to fully get rid of the judgemental equality artefact by rephras-
ing judgemental equality as a subset of propositional equality in ways similar to what Oury [8]
did for interpreting the extensional Calculus of Constructions into the intensional one. This
requires axiomatising the definitional rules (β, etc.), and adding further axioms for simulating
the expected “invisibility” of these extra axioms. Then, once the judgemental equality artefact
and its associated conversion rule are ruled out, it is possible to reintroduce a conversion rule
with transparent trace of equality along the sole rationale of decidability of the reconstruction
of an equality evidence, as done in Coq Modulo Theory.

Other questions arise regarding the computational content of functional extensionality and
univalence. Based on Altenkirch, McBride and Swierstra’s work on Observational Type The-
ory [2, 3] and on Licata and Harper’s work on the computational content of univalence [7], we
propose to investigate how to give a confluent type-safe computational content to functional
extensionality and univalence, ensuring canonicity for data-types under the extra assumption
of normalisation.

Finally, we address the question of providing a theory with both a univalent and a strict
extensional equality coexisting, this latter point being initially motivated by a formalisation
of simplicial types in homotopy-type-theoretic Coq which would not be possible for types of

1One might also contrast typed judgemental equality and untyped judgemental equality, but based on results
such as [1, 9], we will make the assumption that this difference is a subsidiary issue.
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arbitrary homotopy level without a strict extensional equality coexisting beside the univalent
homotopic equality. Indeed, simply extending ITT with univalence only gives the intensional
(judgemental) subset of strict equality. Conversely, directly extending ETT with univalence so
as to get a fully extensional strict equality leads to an inconsistent system. So, restrictions on
the ability to rewrite from univalent equality to strict extensional equality have to be considered.
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Awodey & Bauer [2] introduced bracket types. In an extensional type theory they show that
every squash type – a type is squash if all its terms are equal – can be construed as being in the
image of a bracketing operation. Given such an operation, they can prove that squash types
contain first-order logic.

The main rule governing bracket types is the elimination rule (the type formation rule and
the introduction rules are the same as those given below):

Γ ` q : [A] Γ ` B : Type Γ, x:A ` b : B Γ, x:A, y:A ` b = b[x \ y] : B

Γ ` match q with 〈x〉 ⇒ b : B

The side condition involving equality makes it apparently a construct of extensional type
theory. However, we will show that the pattern-matching typing rules of Coq’s sort Prop [1] can
be modelled with a syntactic variant of this elimination rule for bracket types. Maybe more
surprisingly, a slight change in the typing rules will allow us to model the impredicative sort
Set as well.

1 Prop

We consider an intensional type theory with a sort Type and type connectives 1, 0, A + B,∏
x:A B, and

∑
x:A B. To be complete with respect to Coq, we would need inductive and

coinductive fixed points of (strictly positive) type families and equality, but they are irrelevant
to this presentation.

Coq’s Prop doesn’t contain only squash types, however Coq is compatible with the assump-
tion that it does. It is, in fact, a crucial property for extraction. This serves as a guiding
principle to model Prop in our small type theory. We introduce a sort Prop – with Prop : Type.
This new sort is stable under 1, 0,

∏
x:A B (for A of any sort), and

∑
x:A B (for A : Prop); but

crucially not A + B nor
∑

x:A B for A : Type.
As in Coq, these proposition constructors have unrestricted pattern-matching rules. Coq’s

Prop also sports disjunction and existential connectives, their elimination rules, however, are
limited to a co-domain of type Prop. To model this behaviour we introduce a type constructor
[A] whose typing rules are as follows:

Γ ` A : Type

Γ ` [A] : Prop

Γ ` x : A
Γ ` 〈x〉 : [A]

Γ ` q : [A] Γ ` B : Prop Γ, x:A ` b : B

Γ ` match q with 〈x〉 ⇒ b : B
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Thanks to these typing rules, we can define the disjunction as being [A + B] and the ex-
istential quantifier to be [

∑
x:A B]. Coq’s pattern matching rules can be derived from these

definitions.

2 Set

Coq has an optional impredicative sort Set, it works as Prop except that it can be proven that
it contains types which are not squash. We can, likewise, extend our small type theory with
a sort Set stable under 1, 0,

∏
x:A B (for A of any sort),

∑
x:A B (for A : Set), as well as

A+B. Equipped – mutatis mutandis with the bracketing operation, it models the appropriate
restriction to the pattern matching of dependent sums.
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Abstract

The C11 standard describes dynamic typing restrictions (called effective types) to allow
compilers to make more effective non-aliasing hypotheses. We present a formal version of
effective types and prove that it satisfies some desirable properties. This work is part of
an ongoing project to develop a formalization for a large part of C11 in Coq.

1 Introduction

Pointers play an important role in the C programming language. A difficult aspect of pointers
in C is that they allow aliasing. That is, it is possible to have multiple pointers that point to
the same location in memory. Consider:

int f(int *p, int *q) { int x = *q; *p = 10; return x; }

When the function f is called with the same integer pointer for the arguments p and q, the
assignment to *p also affects *q. This means that a compiler is not allowed to transform the
function’s body into *p = 10; return (*q);. To restrict the situations in which aliasing may
occur, the C standard introduced the notion of effective types. Consider:

float g(int *p, float *q) { float x = *q; *p = 10; return x; }

In this case, the function g has arguments of different types. Effective types allow a compiler to
assume that p and q do not alias as their types differ, and thereby allow a compiler to reorder
the function’s body accordingly. When this function is called with aliased pointers1

union { int x; float y; } u = { .y = 3.14 }; g(&u.x, &u.y);

undefined behavior occurs. Undefined behavior occurs at run time (it cannot be checked for
statically), and allows a program to do literally anything. This is to avoid compilers having to
insert (expensive) dynamic checks to handle corner cases. A compiler thus does not have to
test if effective types are violated (here: to test whether p and q are aliased), but is allowed to
assume no violations occur. Not treating these undefined behaviors in a formal semantics makes
it possible to prove certain programs to be correct whereas they may crash when compiled with
an actual C compiler. Hence, a formal C semantics should take (effective) types seriously.

2 Approach

Significant existing versions of a formal semantics for C (e.g.: [1, 4]) describe the memory as a
collection of cells, each of them consisting of an array of bytes. We take this approach further,
and use well typed trees (called memory values) as cells. Pointers are represented as a pair of a
cell identifier and a path through the corresponding memory value. Representing the memory
as a typed forest allows us to keep track of the variants of unions internally, and thereby gives
a natural semantics for effective types.

1A union is C’s version of a sum type, and a struct of a product type. Unions are untagged instead of tagged,
which means that the current variant of the union cannot be obtained unless explicitly stored.
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The main novelty of our model is that the memory, although being fairly abstract, still
supports low level operations; in particular byte-wise copying of objects. The model includes
three layers: (a.) values with machine integers and pointers as leafs, (b.) memory values with
arrays of bytes as leafs, and (c.) arrays of bytes. As in CompCert [4], bytes corresponding
to uninitialized memory and fragments of pointers are symbolic. The following figure displays
these three layers for the object struct { short x, *p; } s = { 33; &s.x }.

(a)

33 •

(b)

0x00 0x21 • • • •

(c)
0x00 0x21 • • • •

of val

to val

to bytes of bytes

When copying an object by assignment, it is converted to an actual value when loaded (using
to val) and converted back when stored (using of val). The conversion back yields a set of
possible representations. When copying an object byte-wise (using to bytes and of bytes),
information about the variants of contained unions may be lost (as that cannot be stored in
bytes). We define a partial order ⊆ to capture that information about the variants of unions
may have gotten lost, and that uninitialized memory may have become initialized.

Theorem 2.1. For each memory value v and type τ with v : τ , there exists a memory value w
such that: (a.) w ∈ of val (to val v), and (b.) w ⊆ of bytes τ (to bytes v).

A consequence of the previous theorem is that a copy by assignment can be transformed
into a byte-wise copy. If a copy of v by assignment has defined behavior, then it does not go
wrong for each representation obtained by conversion to a value and back. As for one of these
representations w we have w ⊆ of bytes τ (to bytes v) by the theorem, and the fact that all
operations on the memory respect ⊆, we obtain soundness of this transformation.

3 Future work

The eventual goal of this work is to develop a semantics for a large part of the C11 programming
language. In previous work [3] we developed a concise operational and axiomatic semantics for
non local control flow (goto and return statements). Recently, we have extended this operational
and axiomatic semantics with sequence points and non-deterministic expressions with side-
effects. The next step is to create a fully fledged memory model on top of the abstract version
introduced here, and to integrate it into our formalization [2]. Another direction for future
research is to prove a correspondence with the CompCert memory model [4].
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A dialogue system is a computer system that can engage in dialogue with a human in order to
complete tasks such as answering questions or performing actions. The information state update
(ISU) approach [2] is a linguistically motivated theory of how to design dialogue systems. The
approach is capable of advanced dialogue behaviour, and is based on a structured information
state to keep track of dialogue context information.

The underlying logic of ISU-based systems tend to get very complicated, making it difficult
to foresee the side effects of changing, adding or deleting inference rules. Ranta and Cooper
[5] describe how a dialogue system can be implemented in a syntactical proof assistant based
on type theory. Metavariables in the proof tree represent questions that needs to be answered
by the user so that the system can calculate a final answer. However, the backbone of their
theory is a very simple form-based dialogue system that cannot handle underspecified answers,
anaphoric expressions, or ambiguous utterances.

In [3], we extended their theory with ideas from ISU and Dynamic Syntax [1], to make the
system handle more flexible dialogues. Ranta and Cooper use focus nodes to know which of
the nodes in the tree that is the current question under discussion. To this we add the idea
of unfixed nodes from Dynamic Syntax. An unfixed node is a subtree which we know should
be attached somewhere below a given node, but we do not yet know exactly where. We use
unfixed nodes for representing underspecified answers, which is a very common phenomenon
occuring in everyday dialogue between human participants.

In figure 1 the top node is the current focus, meaning that the system wants to build a tree
of the type Action, which can be transliterated as the question “what do you want to do?”. The
user has given a partial answer to that question, by saying that (s)he wants to “go to London”.
This answer is of the type Route, which is not the correct type. Therefore the system adds this
partial tree as an unfixed descendant of the focus node. The meaning is that in the final tree,
the Action node will contain the Route tree as descendant.

We use a type-theoretical grammar formalism [4] to specify all aspects of the dialogue
domain: tasks, issues, plans and forms, as well as the ontology of individuals, properties and
predicates. We then make use of type checking for constraining the dialogue trees. Type
checking is also used when interpreting user utterances and when providing the user with
suggestions of what to say next.

The goal of the dialogue is to build a complete type-correct tree, and when this tree is
completed, it represents a task which the user wants the system to perform in some way. In our
theory the system tries to build the tree by successive refinement. In the middle of the dialogue,
the uninstantiated parts of the tree are represented with metavariables. There is always exactly
one of these metavariables that has focus.

The general idea of the dialogue manager is to ask the user to refine the current focus
node. User utterances are then translated to (possibly incomplete) subtrees, which the system
tries to incorporate into the dialogue tree. If the user utterance is of the same type as the
focused metavariable, the tree can be extended directly. Otherwise the system will try to add
the utterance as an unfixed node below the focus, or it will try to change focus to another
metavariable that has a compatible type.
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?x:Action

route:Route

to:Dest

london:City

?y:Dept

Figure 1: Example
dialogue tree.
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Figure 2: Refinement
top-down.

?x:Action

?z:Event

route:Route

to:Dest

london:City

?y:Dept

Figure 3: Refinement
bottom-up.

?x:Action

route:Route

to:Dest

london:City

?y:Dept

Figure 4: Refinement
bottom-down.

There are at least three possible refinement strategies for deciding which node to select as the
next focus. These strategies correspond to different dialogue behaviour:

• In top-down refinement (figure 2), the system tries to refine the focus node by finding
possible children that can be ancestors to the unfixed trees.

• In bottom-up refinement (figure 3), the system tries to refine the unfixed node upwards
by finding possible parents that can be descendants to the ancestor node.

• In bottom-down refinement (figure 4), the system tries to complete the unfixed tree first,
and then finds its way up towards the ancestor node.

Issues that can be discussed within our proposed framework include the following:

• If the system is a question-answer (QA) system, the final complete tree specifies a question
from the user, and the system can use type-theoretic function definitions for transforming
the question into a suitable answer.

• Apart from unfixed nodes, we also borrow the idea of linked trees from Dynamic Syntax,
and use them for sub-dialogues and anaphoric expressions.

• We have not yet incorporated dialogue feedback such as clarification questions and cor-
rections into the theory. Feedback plays an importand role in dialogue, and it is necessary
to be able to handle it in an advanced dialogue system.

• Ranta and Cooper borrowed the ideas of metavariables and focus nodes from the Agda
proof assistant. Hopefully the new additions of unfixed nodes and refinement strategies
can be borrowed back, and be used for making proof assistants more intuitive to use.
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The notion of subtyping is better understood for type assignment systems (those in
programming languages) than for type theories with canonical objects (those in proof
assistants) and, in this work, we are studying subtyping for the latter. As pointed out in
[10, 8] among others, subsumptive subtyping, the traditional notion of subtyping with
the subsumption rule, is incompatible with the notion of canonical object for inductive
types in the sense that some key properties such as canonicity and subject reduction
would fail to hold. It may be argued that coercive subtyping provides a more adequate
alternative framework [10].

In this talk, we shall study two related constructs in coercive subtyping: coercion
contexts and local coercions. These were introduced, and proved to be useful, in the
context of employing type theories in linguistic semantics (see, for example, [9]). A
coercion context is a context whose entries may be of the form A <c B as well as the
usual form x : A:1

Γ ` A : Type Γ ` B : Type Γ ` c : (A)B

Γ, A <c B valid

Γ, A <c B, Γ′ valid

Γ, A <c B, Γ′ ` A <c B : Type

A local coercion is a subtyping assumption localised in terms (or judgements). For
instance:

Γ, A <c B ` k : K

Γ ` (coercion A <c B in k) : (coercion A <c B in K)

Note that the above constructs are the two sides of the same coin: subtyping relations
can be assumed in a coercion context and they can be moved to the right of the
`-symbol to form terms with local coercions (otherwise, without local coercions, a
subtyping entry in a context would block entries to its left from such moves2).

A formal treatment of coercion contexts and local coercions involves several tech-
nical issues. For example, validity of a coercion context is not enough anymore for it

∗This work is partially supported by the grant F/07-537/AJ of the Leverhulme Trust in U.K.
1This is similar to coercion declarations in the proof assistants like Coq [3].
2In order to move subtyping assumptions to the right, one might consider an alternative approach:

employing the so-called bounded quantification [1] that extends a higher-order calculus where quan-
tification over (classes of) types are possible. However, the notion of bounded quantification is not
well-understood and causes problems such as undecidability.
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to be legal: instead, one needs to make sure that the context is coherent, guarantee-
ing the uniqueness of coercions. Also, the key word coercion distributes through the
components of a judgement. For example, the conclusion judgement of the above rule
should be identified with Γ ` coercion A <c B in (k : K). We shall give a formal
presentation of coercion contexts and local coercions based on which a comparison to
the coercive subtyping extension with global coercions [10] will be made. In particular,
we shall prove that such an extension of type theory T with coercion contexts and local
coercions is conservative in the sense that, if Γ ` J is a judgement in T , then if Γ ` J
is derivable in the extension of T , it is derivable in T .

We shall also study the model-theoretic semantics of subtyping. Categorical se-
mantics of dependent type theories have been studied (see, for example, [2, 5, 4] and
more recently [7] for univalent foundations) and there has been research on models of
subtyping for non-dependent type theories (see, for instance, [6]). We shall study cat-
egorical semantics of type theories with canonical objects extended by subtyping and,
in particular, coercion contexts and local coercions.

This is work in progress.
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1 Introduction and Motivation

Probability logics have been viewed as tools for the estimation of uncertainty ever since the
times of Leibnitz, Bernoulli and Boole, while the first one to provide probability theory with a
model-theoretic approach was H. Jerome Keisler in [1], by introducing probability quantifiers
of the form, for instance, Px > r, with the semantics that (Px > r)ψ(x) means that the
set {x | ψ(x)} has probability greater than r. Another approach, where probabilities express
degrees of belief, making it possible to capture propositions such as “The probability of an
event is greater than x”, was presented by Nils Nilsson in [2], has been further developed in
papers such as [3, 4, 5], and that is the approach we will be adopting here.

Today, probability logics, in their various forms, constitute a framework for encoding probabi-
lity-related statements, and offer a possibility and methodology for deriving conclusions from
such statements, in a manner analogous to that of classical or intuitionistic logic, via axioms
and inference rules. Probability logics, serving as decision-making or decision-support systems,
can be a basis for expert systems used in economy, game theory, and medicine. As such, their
correct functioning is of great importance, and formal verification of their properties appears as
a natural step for one to take. In this short paper, we briefly describe the encoding and formal
verification in Coq of the key properties of the probability logic LPPQ

2 , which we present in the
next Section. The structure of the obtained proofs in Coq has an outline that can be adapted
and re-used for proving properties of other probability and modal-like logics.

2 LPPQ
2 in Coq

Due to space restrictions, we will present only an outline of the probability logic LPPQ
2 and

several comments about its encoding and proofs of key meta-properties in Coq. LPPQ
2 is a

modal-like logic obtained from classical propositional logic, by adding on top of it a layer of
probabilistic operators of the form P≥r, where r ∈ Q[0,1], and probabilistic formulas of the
form P≥rα, where α is a classical formula. Therefore, it would be possible to have statements
such as P≥0.3α ∧ P≥0.7β, with the meaning “The probability of α being true is at least 0.3
and the probability of β being true is at least 0.7”. However, combinations of formulas with
probabilistic and classical formulas, such as (P≥0.1α)→ β, or iterations of probability operators,

such as P≥0.1(P≥0.9α), are not allowed. The semantics of LPPQ
2 are based on a possible-world

approach, in which probability is captured by using a measure whose co-domain is Q[0,1]. The

axiom system of LPPQ
2 contains the axioms and inference rules of classical propositional logic,

plus axioms which capture probability, such as:

P≤rα→ (P<sβ → P<r+s(α ∨c β)), for r + s ≤ 1,

∗The research work presented in this paper has been supported by the Serbian Ministry of Education, Science
and Technological Development, projects III44006 and ON174026.
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and two new inference rules, one of which is infinitary (depends on countably many hypotheses):

Probabilistic Necessitation: from α, infer P≥1α.

Domain Enforcement: from P6=rα, for all r ∈ Q[0,1], infer ⊥.

The notions of satisfiability, validity, proofs, derivability, theorems, and consistency are
defined, and the following main theorems have been proven:

Soundness : If a formula F is a theorem, then F is valid.

Strong Completeness : A set of formulas T is consistent if and only if it is satisfiable.

Non-compactness: There exists a set of formulas T , such that its every finite subset is sat-
isfiable, but the entire set is not satisfiable.

The proof of strong completeness, consisting of extending a consistent set of formulas to
a maximally consistent set, and then constructing a canonical model, can be, with relative
ease, adapted and re-used for other probability and modal-like logics. The formalization of
LPPQ

2 in Coq, despite not including the encoding of binders and quantifiers (as LPPQ
2 is

propositional in nature), has several interesting particularities, such as the encoding of the
mentioned infinitary inference rule (similar to [6], the encoding of the models, the construction
of an infinite union of expanding sets and reasoning over it, and the construction of a counter-
example for compactness. For comparison, the reader can refer to [6, 7].

3 Further Work

The formal verification procedure described here has already been applied to three other prob-
ability logics similar to LPPQ

2 , two with allowed iterations of probability operators, and two
with a finite measure co-domain. From here, there are two main research directions which could
be investigated. The first one is to find and/or design other probabilistic or modal-like logics
(such as temporal logics) to which we could apply this procedure. The second direction is to
specify in Coq a decision procedure for one of the formally verified logics, and extract a certified
probabilistic SAT-checker from this specification.
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Delimited continuations are a refinement of usual control operators, where one actually cares
about the return type of an expression, for continuations do return. They provide us with a lot
of advantages, the most remarkable one being the eponymous operation known as delimitation.
In direct style, delimitation can be thought as being able to actually perform the effects lurking
within the computation and obtain a pure value, while in indirect style, it comes embodied by
a run operator allowing us to escape the monad. On the logical side, such a primitive permits
to construct realizers of interesting semi-classical formulae [5], which are computable but not
intuitionistically provable, while on a more programmatic side, it bears the ability to internalize
any computational monad [3].

While non-delimited control naturally dwells in a call-by-name setting, delimited continua-
tions are better behaved with respect to call-by-value calculi, because of the very existence of a
notion of values and thence the sharp behavioral distinction arising between positive and neg-
ative types [9]. As for non-delimited control, things even get worse when one tries to grasp the
utmost feature of positive types, namely dependent elimination [2]. Alas, it is quite well-known
indeed that those two do not mix well at all [4].

We believe in dependent elimination being an invaluable asset for the slightest expressive
logical system. Therefore, we consider than we cannot afford to forego the expressivity of
dependent types in exchange for a more potent but degenerate classical logic. To recover the
best of both worlds, we propose a generalization of the delimited continuation monad in a
dependently typed setting, based upon the wise teachings of polarization.

Our monad can be seen as an instance of the usual parameterised monad used to encode
delimited control [1], where we do not only track the return type of the continuation, but also
the type of the whole potentially dependent stack of arguments computed until then. Such a
structure is better known as a telescope in dependent type theory. The resulting object is of
the following shape:

(Π(x1 : A1).Π(x2 : A2 x1).Π(x3 : A3 x1 x2). . . . I x1 . . . xn) ⇒ O

In this monad, usual operators are granted finer types describing accurately their compu-
tational behavior. Going back and forth through the reification theorem of delimited continu-
ations, this approach can also be applied to a whole range of monads.

Thus we can capture a common design pattern in a dependently typed world without much
fuss. This may prove valuable to any touchy programmer willing to simulate impure effects in
Coq and transpose her Haskell knowledge to a richer type system, for example.

Thanks to dependent elimination, we also get interesting logical features of this structure.
For instance, we are able to obtain something akin to invertibility properties for negative con-
nectives from linear logic. Careful insight also suggests that we may want to relax the telescope
definition to allow co-inductive and infinitary negative types, to cope with certain defects of
intuitionistic logic.

In this talk, we will recall the basis of delimited continuations and dependent elimination
in order to present our monad. We will explain how it naturally merges the two settings, and
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show how it refines the type of famous operators, as well as some nice offshoots we get from
this unexpected marriage.
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Roughly speaking, the standard semantical analysis of natural language consists in mapping
a sentence s = w1 · · ·wn to a logical formula [[s]] which depicts its meaning. It is a computational
process which implements Frege’s compositionally principle. A parser turns the sentence s into
a binary parse tree ts specifying at each node which subtree is the function — the other subtree
being its argument. The lexicon provides each leaf of ts, that is a word wi, with a λ-term
[[wi]] over the base types t (propositions) and e (individuals). By structural induction on ts, we
obtain a λ-term [s]:t corresponding to ts. Its normal form, that is a formula of higher order
logic, is [[s]]:t, the meaning of s. This standard process at the heart of Montague semantics
relies on Church’s representation of formulae as simply typed λ-terms, see e.g [7, Chapter 3].

It would be more accurate to have many individual base types rather than just e. This
way, the application of a predicate to an argument may only happen when it makes sense. For
instance sentences like “The chair barks.” or “Their five is running.” are easily ruled out
when there are several types for individuals by saying that “barks” and “is running” apply
to individuals of type “animal”. Nevertheless, such a type system needs to incorporate some
flexibility. Indeed, in the context of a football match, the second sentence makes sense, because
“their five” may be understood as a player who, being “human”, is an “animal” that can run.

These meaning transfers have been receiving much attention since the 80s, as [1] shows.
As [1, 5], we too proposed a formal and computational account of these phenomena, based on
Girard’s system F (1971) [3]. We explored the compositional properties (quantifiers, plurals
and generic elements,....) as well as the lexical issues (meaning transfers, copredication, fictive
motion,... ) [2, 8, 9]. Our system works as follows: the lexicon provides each word with a main
λ-term, the ”usual one” which specifies the argument structure of the word, by using refined
types: “runs: λxanimalrun(x)” only applies to “animal” individuals. In addition, the lexicon
may endow each word with a finite number of λ-terms (possibly none) that implement meaning
transfers. For instance a “town” may be turned into an “institution”, a geographic “place”, or
a football “club” by the optional λ-terms “fi: town→institution”, “fp: town → place” and “fc:
town → club” — in subtler cases these λ-terms may be more complex than simple constants.
Thus, a sentence like “Liverpool is a large harbour and decided to build new docks.” can be
properly analysed. Some meaning transfers, like fc, are declared to be rigid in the lexicon.
Rigidity prohibits the simultaneous use of other meaning transfers. For instance, the rigidity
of fc properly blocks “* Liverpool defeated Chelsea and decided to build new docks.”.

The polymorphism of system F is a welcome simplification. For instance, a single type
Πα.(α→ t)→ t is enough for the quantifiers ∀ or ∃x. Polymorphism also allows a factorised
treatment of conjunction for copredication: whenever an object x of type ξ can be viewed both
as an object of type α to which a property Pα→t applies and as an object of type β to which a
property Qβ→t applies (via two optional terms f0 : ξ→α and g0 : ξ→β ), x enjoys P ∧Q can be
expressed with ΛαΛβλPα→tλQβ→tΛξλxξλfξ→αλgξ→β . (∧t→t→t (P (f x))(Q (g x))), i.e., with
a single polymorphic “and”. Our logical system also has two layers that slightly differ from

∗This research was supported by the ANR projects Loci and Polymnie.
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Montague’s. Our meta logic (a.k.a. glue logic) is system F (instead of simply typed λ-calculus)
with base types t, (ei)i∈I (instead of a single type e) Our logic for semantic representations is
many-sorted higher-order logic — the ei being the sorts. Quantifiers are preferably represented
by Hilbert’s operators, that are constants ε, τ : Λα. (α→ t)→ α [8]. An easy but important
property holds: if the constants define an n-order q-sorted logic, any (η-long) normal λ-term of
type t corresponds to a formula of n-order q-sorted logic (possibly n = ω).

We preferred system F to modern type theories (MTT) of [4] and to the categorical logic
of [1] because of its formal simplicity and its absence of variants. Furthermore, F terms with
a problematic complexity are avoided, since semantical terms derive from the simple terms in
the lexicon by means of simple syntactic rules. Nevertheless there are two properties of [4] that
are welcome: a proper notion of subtyping, mathematically safe and linguistically relevant, and
predefined inductive types with specific reduction rules. Indeed, subtyping naturally represents
ontological inclusions (a “human being” is an “animal”, hence predicates that apply to “ani-
mals” also apply to “human beings”). Coercive subtyping [11] sounds promising for F. Its key
property is that, if at most one subtyping map is given between any two base types, then there
also is at most one subtyping map between any two complex types. Predefined (inductive)
types, e.g. integers as in Gödel’s system T and finite sets of α-objects with their reduction
schemes as in [10] are also welcome — encodings in F are cumbersome. The key points are
normalisation, confluence and the absence of closed constant-free terms in any false type. We
shall also illustrate the linguistic relevance of these extensions, which are already included in
Moot’s semantical and semantical parser for French named Grail. [6]
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Sets in homotopy type theory
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Our paper contributes to the univalent homotopy type theory [4, 2, 7] program which
connects and extends a number of topics such as type theory, (elementary) topos theory,
homotopy theory, higher category theory and higher topos theory. It envisions a natural
extension of the Curry-Howard correspondence between simply typed λ-calculus, Cartesian
closed categories and minimal logic, via extensional dependent type theory, locally Cartesian
closed categories and predicate logic all the way to univalent homotopy type theory (HoTT)
and higher toposes. A key missing ingredient is a first-order (‘elementary’) definition of a higher
topos. It has been conjectured [2, 6] that homotopy type theory including the univalence axiom
and higher inductive types can be used as such an internal language, and thus may provide an
elementary definition of a higher topos. Another missing ingredient is the lack of a computational
interpretation for the univalence axiom.

We connect sets (0-types) with predicative toposes [5, 3]. The prototypical example of a
predicative topos is the category of setoids in Martin-Löf type theory. A setoid is a groupoid
in which all hom-sets have at most one inhabitant. A further generalization of setoids is
to ∞-groupoids. Grothendieck conjectured that Kan simplicial sets and ∞-groupoids are
equivalent, however, precisely defining this equivalence is the topic of active research around
the ‘Grothendieck homotopy hypothesis’. Both the 0-truncated groupoids and the 0-truncated
Kan fibrations are similar to setoids, and constructively so. This is made precise for instance by
the fact that the 0-truncation of a model topos is a Grothendieck topos [8, Prop 9.2] and every
Grothendieck topos arises in this way [8, Prop 9.4]. We prove an internal version of the former
result.

Theorem 1. The category Set is a ΠW -pretopos.

An internal version of the latter result may follow by carrying out Coquand’s proposed
constructive Kan fibrations in the predicative topos of sets [1].

Predicative topos theory follows the methodology of Algebraic Set theory, a categorical
treatment of set theory, which in particular captures the notion of smallness by considering maps
with appear as a pullback of a universally small map. It extends the ideas from the elementary
theory of the category of sets (ETCS) by including universes. Using the univalence axiom, we
show that U behaves like the object classifier from higher topos theory.

Theorem 2. For every type B there is an equivalence

χ ∶ (∑(A ∶ U), A→ B) ≃ B → U

given by χ(A,f) ∶= λb.hFiber(f, b). Moreover, for any f ∶ A → B the function χ(A,f) ∶ B → U

∗The research leading to these results has received funding from the European Union’s 7th Framework
Programme under grant agreement nr. 243847 (ForMath).
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is the unique function which fits in a pullback diagram

A U●

B U

ϑf

pr1f

χf

Here U● is the type ∑(X ∶ U), X of pointed types.

This result remains true when we replace U by the type n-U of all types of homotopy level
n. In particular we get

Theorem 3. The projection π ∶ (0-U)● → 0-U is a universal small map for sets.

Note, however, that not only 0-U is a large type, it is also not a set. Instead, 0-U is a
1-groupoid (by univalence). The class of pullbacks of π forms a stable class which is locally
full. However, the collection axiom (and hence the axiom of multiple choice) do not seem to
be derivable. We make a preliminary conjecture that higher inductive types can replace these
axioms in many applications.
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The expression problem and polymorphic variants The expression problem is maybe
the best known issue in programming language development and concerns how best to extend
a data type of expressions in order to include new constructors, with all operations defined
on the data type being updated to cover the new constructors. Further, this extension should
be modular: it should be possible to add new constructors, or to merge together two sets
of constructors, without modifying the previously developed code. Object oriented languages
provide a neat solution to the problem: the type of expressions becomes an interface that
is implemented by a class representing each constructor. However, object oriented languages
make a trade-off in sacrificing a closed universe of expressions, foregoing pattern matching and
exhaustivity checking. Pattern matching, in particular, seems the natural way to reason on
(expression) trees.

A partial solution can be obtained using functional languages based on algebraic types and
pattern matching, like OCaml or Haskell. The idea consists of “opening” the algebraic data type
E of expressions by turning it into a parametric type E α where the type parameter α replaces
E in the recursive arguments of the constructors of E. The recursive type µα.(E α) is then
isomorphic to the original ‘closed’ type E. In order to merge together two types of expressions
E1 α and E2 α it is sufficient to build the parametric disjoint union E α := K1 : E1 α |K2 : E2 α.
Similarly, given two functions f1, f2 typed as fi : (α → β) → Ei α → Ei β), it is possible to
build the function f over E α by pattern matching over the argument and dispatching the
computation to the appropriate fi.

The previous solution has several major problems. The first one is the non-associativity of
the binary merge operation, which is a major hindrance to modularity. Concretely, it is often the
case that one needs to explicitly provide functions to convert back and forth between isomorphic
types. A second problem is the following: merge is implemented on top of a disjoint union, when
the expected operation is the standard union. Again, this is a problem for modularity, since it
prohibits multiple inheritance. Lastly, the solution is inefficient as every merge operation adds
an indirection that costs both in space (memory consumption) and pattern matching time.

A satisfactory solution to the expression problem for functional languages is given by poly-
morphic variants, like the ones implemented by Guarrigue in the OCaml language [1, 2] . The
idea is to add to the programming language a (partial) merge operation over algebraic types
that corresponds to a standard union. Merging fails when the the same constructor occurs in
both types to be merged with incompatible types. Reworking the previous construction with
this operation already gives a satisfactory solution by solving at once all previous problems.
Moreover, polymorphic variants and their duals, polymorphic records, allow for an interesting
typing discipline where polymorphisms is obtained not by subtyping, but by uniformity. For
example, a function could be typed as [K1 : T1 | K2 : T2] ∪ ρ→ T to mean that the input can

∗The project CerCo acknowledges the financial support of the Future and Emerging Technologies (FET)
programme within the Seventh Framework Programme for Research of the European Commission, under FET-
Open grant number: 243881.
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be any type obtained my merging a type ρ into the type of the two listed constructors. The
function can be applied to a K3 M by instantiating (via unification in ML) ρ with [K3 : T3] ∪ σ
for some σ and for M : T3.

An efficient encoding in dependent type theory In the talk we will demonstrate an
efficient encoding of bounded polymorphic variants in a dependent type theory augmented
with implicit coercions. The languages of Coq and Matita, for instance, can be used for the
encoding, doing everything at user level. We use ‘bounded polymorphic variants’ for the class
of all polymorphic variants whose constructors are a subset of one (or more) sets of typed
constructors—called universes—given in advance.

Several encodings are possible. However, we will limit ourselves to the one that respects the
following requirements:

1. Universe extension: after adding a new constructor to a universe, all files that used poly-
morphic variants that were subsets of the universe should typecheck without modification.
Therefore, the restriction to the bounded case is not a problem as the merge of two uni-
verses does not require any changes to the code.

2. Efficiency of extracted code: after code extraction, bounded polymorphic variants and
classical algebraic types should be represented in the same way and have the same effi-
ciency.

3. Expressivity: all typing rules for polymorphic variants discusses in the literature must
be derivable. In particular, each bounded polymorphic variant should come with its own
elimination principle that allows one to reason only on the constructors of the universe
that occur in the polymorphic variant.

4. Non-intrusivity: thanks to implicit coercions and derived typing rules, writing code that
uses polymorphic variants should not require more code than what is typically required
in OCaml.

Our encoding is based on the following idea: a universe is represented as a standard algebraic
data type; a polymorphic variant on that universe is represented as a pair of lists of constructors,
those that may and those that must be present; dependent types and computable type formers
allow one to turn the two lists into a Σ-type of inhabitants of the universe that are built
only from constructors that respect the constraints; code extraction turns the Σ-type into the
universe type, ensuring efficiency; implicit coercions are used to hide the Σ-type construction,
so that the user only works with the two lists; more dependently-typed type formers compute
the type of the introduction and elimination rules for the polymorphic variants; the latter are
inhabited by dependently typed functions. All previous functions and type formers cannot
be expressed in the type theory itself. However, we provide a uniform construction (at the
meta-level) to write them for each universe.

Lastly, we will show how the same ideas can be exploited for a similar efficient representation
of polymorphic records in dependent type theory.
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In this paper we introduce the notion of map, using binary trees over 0 and 1. A map is a
notation for occurrence of a symbol in syntactic expressions such as formulas or λ-terms. For
example, consider a λ-term (xz)(yz) in which each of the symbols x and y occur once and the
symbol z occurs twice; we use (10)(00), (00)(10) and (01)(01) to represent the occurrences of the
symbols x, y and z respectively. The bound positions are represented only by a distinguished
constant 2 (called box ). We will write (omitting some parentheses for readability)

(10 00)\(00 10)\(01 01)\(22 22)

for the S combinator λxyz. (xz)(yz). 2 may also occur unbound. Free variables may still occur
in terms, e.g. the informal term λz.(xz) is written as 01\(x 2), but there are no bound names
or de Bruijn indices.

Some well-formedness conditions will be required. Since we want a canonical representation
(one notation per lambda term), although λxλx. x is accepted as a correct notation for a lambda
term, we will not accept 1\1\2 as a correct notation. Also, consider the substitution of (2 2)

for the position 10 (the first 2) in 01\(2 2); we get 01\((2 2) 2) which does not match the
intuition hinted at above because 0 is not a position in (2 2). For this reason we identify the
map (0 0) with the map 0. (This notation appears already in [4]; in the paper we prove it
correct.)

We develop a representation of lambda terms using maps. The representation is concrete
(inductively definable in HOL or Constructive Type Theory) and canonical (one representative
per λ-term). We define substitution for our map representation, and prove the representation
is in substitution preserving isomorphism with both nominal logic λ-terms [3, 6] and de Bruijn
nameless terms [1]. These proofs are mechanically checked in Isabelle/HOL/Nominal [6] and
Minlog [5] respectively.

The map representation has good properties. Substitution does not require adjustment of
binding information: neither α-conversion of the body being substituted into, nor de Bruijn
lifting of the term being implanted. We have a natural proof of the substitution lemma of λ
calculus that requires no fresh names or index manipulation.1

Using the notion of map we study conventional raw λ syntax. E.g. we give, and prove correct,
a decision procedure for α-equivalence of raw λ terms that does not require fresh names.2

We conclude with a definition of β-reduction of map terms, some discussion on the limita-
tions of our current work, and suggestions for future work.

∗Supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 22300008.
†Supported by the DARPA CRASH program through the US Air Force Research Laboratory under Contract

No. FA8650- 10-C-7090. The views expressed are those of the authors and do not reflect the official policy or
position of the Department of Defense or the U.S. Government.
‡Supported by JSPS KAKENHI Grant Number 24650002.
1See, e.g. [6] where the need for fresh names in this proof is discussed.
2See [2] for discussion of this problem.
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Three abstraction mechanisms In this paper we study three abstraction mechanisms and
the three associated representations of lambda terms: Λ of raw λ-terms, L of map λ-expressions
and D of de Bruijn-expressions, generated by the following grammar:

K,L ∈ Λ ::= x | 2 | app(K,L) | lam(x,K).

M,N ∈ L ::= x | 2 | app(M,N) | mask(m,M) (m |M).

D,E ∈ D ::= x | 2 | app(D,E) | i | bind(D).

x ∈ X The type of atoms or parameters.

i ∈ I The type of natural numbers, used as indices.

m ∈ M The type of maps.

The three abstraction mechanisms of these three representations are:

Lambda-abstraction Abstraction by parameters, realized by the constructor lam (λ) in Λ.
Quotienting by α-equivalence is needed to make this mechanism work. The information
about binding is shared between binding occurrences and bound occurrences (as shared
names), and substitution may require adjusting both binding occurrences and bound
occurrences of the base term (α-conversion).

Mask-abstraction Abstraction by maps, realized by the constructor mask in L. (We write
m\M for mask(m,M).) For this representation to work, mask must be guarded by a
simultaneously defined relation, written m |M . Informally, m |M means that M is well
formed and m is a map of free boxes in M ; thus m\M is itself well formed. 0 |M can be
read as “M is well formed.” The information about binding is carried only at the binding
occurrences (as maps). Substitution does not require adjustment of binding information.

Bind-abstraction Abstraction by indices, realized by the constructor bind in D. The infor-
mation about binding is carried only at the bound occurrences (as indices pointing to
the binding point). Substitution requires adjustment of the implanted term (de Bruijn
lifting).

The three types, Λ,L and D all have parameters x ∈ X and 2 (box or hole) as atomic objects,
and have the constructor app in common. We compare these three types through maps. The
main results of the paper are the machine checked proofs of adequacy of our representation.
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Abstract

We prove that the positive fragment of minimal first-order intuitionistic logic is hard for
doubly exponential time. The proof is based on an automata-theoretic characterisation.

We investigate the complexity of the positive fragment of (universally-implicational) first-order
intuitionistic logic. Here, “positive” means that all universal quantifiers are located at positive
positions in a formula. More precisely:

• The position of ∀x in ∀xϕ is positive;

• Positive and negative positions in ϕ remain positive in ∀xϕ and in ψ → ϕ.

• Positive and negative positions in ψ are respectively negative and positive in ψ → ϕ.

Classically, such formulas are equivalent to universal (Π1) formulas, and therefore have no
more expressive power than quantifier-free predicate logic. However, intuitionistic logic is in
general harder than classical. In particular, the equivalence between positive and Π1 formulas
is no longer valid, and the decision problem for the universal fragment is no longer obvious.
Decidability for this fragment is due to Grigori Mints [5]. Later, Gilles Dowek and Ying Jiang [2]
as well as Ivar Rummelhoff [6] gave independent, more comprehensive proofs, based on the
Curry-Howard isomorphism. Yet another proof, by a reduction to the emptiness problem for
context free grammars, is implicit in [3].

The decision algorithms given by these proofs are not easy. The upper bound obtained
is not elementary, because every level of nested quantification yields an additional exponent.
It remains an open question whether this upper bound can be improved. However, as we show
below, the inherent complexity (and thus also the expressive power) of positive quantification
is enormous anyway. We prove that the problem is hard for doubly exponential time.

This upper bound is obtained by an analysis of an appropriate machine model. Our Eden
automata (or “expansible tree automata”) are alternating machines operating on data structured
into trees of knowledge. For a given automaton, the depth of the tree is bounded by a constant,
but the width (the outdegree of nodes) is potentially unbounded. There is a fixed number of
binary registers at every node of the tree. The registers are used as flags that can be raised but
cannot be lowered back. The machine can move up and down between nodes and can access
registers at the presently visited node and its ancestor nodes. This access is limited to using
the registers as positive guards: it can verify that a flag is up, but not that it is down.

In general, an ID of an automaton is a triple 〈 q, T, w 〉, where q is a state, T is a tree of
knowledge, and w is the currently visited node of T , called the current apple. Initially the
tree consists of the single root node and all the registers at the root are zero (all flags are
down). The computation starts in a fixed initial state q00 with w = ε. The further processing
is alternating: being in a universal state, the machine can split the computation into several
branches (by selecting a number of successor states). However, in a universal step, both T
and w remain unchanged; those can be modified in existential steps in the following ways:

1. the apple can go up to a father of w or down to a nondeterministically chosen child of w;
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2. a selected flag can be raised at a given ancestor node of w;

3. the machine can check if a selected flag is up at a given ancestor node of w;

4. a new child of w can be added to the tree T .

In case 3, if the flag in question is down, the computation gets stuck; one cannot make negative
tests. The same happens in case 1 if we attempt to move up when w is a root or to move down
when w has no children. In case 2, raising a flag which is already 1 has no effect (and remains
unnoticed). In all cases but 4, machine instructions also specify the next state. However,
when a new node is created at level ` the automaton has no choice and must enter state q`0,
a designated initial state for that level.

The behaviour of Eden automata somehow resembles tree-walking automata [1], but there
are essential differences. First of all, our automata build their own trees rather than recognise
them. Also the node branching is potentially unbounded. We also notice that tree automata
with additional memory were introduced by Kaminski and Tan [4].

Our main result is obtained in two steps. First, we show that the halting problem for Eden
automata reduces to the decision problem for positive formulas. In fact, a Logspace reduction
from automata to formulae is also possible at the cost of a slight complication in the definition
of automata. This way we obtain a machine model exactly equivalent in complexity to the
decision problem for our formulas. But for the lack of space we do not pursue this issue here.

In the second step we prove the 2-Exptime hardness for automata, using a direct Turing
Machine simulation. It is worth noting that the main difficulty here is to ensure the unequivo-
cality of representation, namely that a single code represents a single entity, but not any other,
which is the result of the situation that Eden automata are earthly entities with too limited
memory to deal with the complexity of Eden citizens such as trees of knowledge. Putting
together the two reductions we obtain the doubly-exponential lower bound for provability.
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Because of the importance of interactive programs, which result in potentially infinite com-
putation traces, coalgebraic data types play an important rôle in computer science. Coalgebraic
data types are often represented in functional programming as codata types. Implicit in the for-
mulation of codata types is that every element of the coalgebra is introduced by a constructor.
Our first result in this talk is to show that this assumption results in an undecidable equality.

In order to have a decidable equality modifications were added to the rules in Agda and
Coq. This results in lack of subject reduction in the theorem prover Coq and a formulation of
coalgebraic types in Agda, which is severely restricted.

In our joint article [1] we demonstrated how, when following the well known fact in category
theory that final coalgebras are the dual of initial algebras, we obtain a formulation of final
and weakly final coalgebras which is completely symmetrical to that of initial or weakly initial
algebras. Introduction rules for algebras are given by the constructors, whereas elimination
rules correspond to recursive pattern matching. Elimination rules for coalgebras are given
by destructors, whereas introduction rules are given by recursive copattern matching. The
resulting theory was shown to fulfil subject reduction. The article [1] allowed nested pattern
and copattern matching and even mixing of the two. That article allows as well full recursion
and therefore is not normalising.

In the second part of our talk we will investigate how to represent codata types which
are often given by having several constructors, in this coalgebraic setting using a suitable
abbreviation mechanism. Functions can be almost written in the same way as using codata
types, while maintaining the fact that there are no special restrictions on the reductions as
needed when using codata types.

In the third part, we will show how to reduce nested copattern and pattern matching to
simple (non-nested) pattern matching. We will extend the algorithm replacing nested pattern
matching for algebras in [2]. Then we introduce two versions of (co)recursion operators. One is
allows full (co)recursion (and could be replaced by (co)case distinction and the Y-combinator),
and the other corresponds to primitive (co)recursion, which is essentially F(co)rec in [3]. All
terms can now be translated using the full (co)recursion operators into combinatorial terms.
Terms which allow the translation into primitive (co)recursion operators should be those which
are to be passed by a termination checker in an implementation of the calculus in [1].

As an example the full and primitive (co)recursion operator for N and Stream are:

PN,A : A→ (N→ A→ A)→ N→ A
PN,A step0 stepsuc 0 = step0

PN,A step0 stepsuc (suc n) = stepsuc n (PN,A step0 stepsuc n)

RN,A : ((N→ A)→ A)→ ((N→ A)→ N→ A)→ N→ A
RN,A step0 stepsuc 0 = step0 (RN,A step0 stepsuc)
RN,A step0 stepsuc (suc n) = stepsuc (RN,A step0 stepsuc) n

∗Supported by EPSRC grant EP/G033374/1, theory and applications of induction-recursion. Part of this
work was done while the second author was a visiting fellow of the Isaac Newton Institute for Mathematical
Sciences, Cambridge, UK.
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coPStream,A : (A→ N)→ (A→ (Stream +A))→ A→ Stream
head (coPStream,A stephead steptail a) = stephead a
tail (coPStream,A stephead steptail a) = caseStream,A,Stream (λ s.s)

(coPStream,A stephead steptail) (steptail a)

caseA,B,C : (A→ C)→ (B → C)→ (A+B)→ C
caseA,B,C stepinl stepinr (inl a) = stepinl a
caseA,B,C stepinl stepinr (inr b) = stepinr b

coRStream,A : ((A→ Stream)→ A→ N)→ ((A→ Stream)→ A→ Stream)→ Stream
head (coRStream,A stephead steptail a) = stephead (coRStream,A stephead steptail) a
tail (coRStream,A stephead steptail a) = steptail (coRStream,A stephead steptail) a

As a simple example consider for some fixed N : N the stream (cycle n), which is informally
written as (n, n− 1, · · · , 0, N,N − 1, N − 2, · · · 0, N,N − 1, · · · ):

cycle : N→ Stream
head (cycle n) = n
tail (cycle 0) = cycle N
tail (cycle (suc n)) = cycle n

The algorithm for replacing it by non-nested (co)pattern matching yields:

cycle : N→ Stream
head (cycle n) = n
tail (cycle n) = cycle0 n

cycle0 : N→ Stream
cycle0 0 = cycle N
cycle0 (suc n) = cycle n

which in this case can be replaced by primitive (co)recursion:

cycle : N→ Stream
cycle = coPStream,N (λn.n) cycle1

cycle1 : N→ (Stream + N)
cycle1 = PN,(Stream+N) (inr N) (λn, x.inr n)

By Mendler [4] and Geuvers [3] it follows that the restriction to primitive (co)recursion
operators is fully normalising, which implies that a termination checked version of the calculus
in [1] is normalising.

We would like to thank the anonymous referees for valuable comments on earlier versions
of this abstract.
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Abstract

Type theories such as the Calculus of Inductive Constructions maintain a universe
hierarchy to prevent logical paradoxes. To ensure consistency while not troubling the user
with this necessary information, systems using typical ambiguity were designed, which
handle universes implicitly. Universes are seen as floating and their usage determines a
graph of constraints, which must statisfy a property of acyclicity to ensure consistency.
While this is a useful mechanism, there are a number of situations where the user would
like to have developments made polymorphic on the universes used and instantiate his
constructions at different levels. Typically, this is necessary to nest different instances of a
given structure containing universes. We present an elaboration from terms using typical
ambiguity into explicit terms which also accomodates universe polymorphism, i.e. the
ability to write a term once and use it at different universe levels. Elaboration relies on
an enhanced type inference algorithm to provide the freedom of typical ambiguity while
also supporting polymorphism, in a fashion similar to usual Hindley-Milner polymorphic
type inference. This elaboration is implemented as a drop-in replacement for the existing
universe system of Coq and has been benchmarked favorably against the previous version.
We demonstrate how it provides a solution to a number of formalization issues present in
the original system.

The Calculus of Inductive Constructions implemented in the Coq proof assistant relies on a
system of universes to ensure logical consistency. It avoids paradoxes coming from the infamous
Type : Type rule of system U- [1] by stratifying the universes used in a development, giving them
names (“levels”) and building up a graph of their inclusion relationships. It ensures that these
relationships are coherent at any given point of a development. This can be checked by showing
that there is always an assignment of natural numbers to universe levels that satisfy the universe
constraints, which implies that the stratified universe levels map to the well-founded suite of
universes Type0 < Type1 < .. < Typen.

To avoid forcing the user to work directly with levels, a system of typical ambiguity is used
in Coq, where one can leave out the names of universes involved in a definition and let the
system generate fresh universe variables and associated constraints. However in its current form
this system has a serious limitation as it does not allow one to make definitions that can be
instantiated at different levels: levels are always global. Let’s look at a simple example. The
polymorphic identity function id is written:

Definition id (A : Type) (a : A) := a

It takes a type A in an unspecified universe, an object of that type and returns it. The
actual CIC term constructed by this definition involves a fresh universe variable (say l) and its
type-checking judgement has conclusion:

` (λ(A : Typel)(a : A), a) : Π(A : Typel), A→ A

The rule for type-checking product types in CIC allows us to derive for the type of the
identity function a judgment:
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` Π(A : Typel), A→ A : Typel+1tl

Where i t j represents the least upper bound of levels i and j. Here it can be simplified as
Typel+1. Suppose we want to apply the identity function to itself, we’ll have to typecheck:

` id (Π(A : Typel), A→ A) id : (Π(A : Typel), A→ A)

However, this will not be allowed, as typechecking of the application of id to the type
Π(A : Typel), A → A involves a universe constraint, namely that the type of the argument,
here Typel+1 be less or equal to id’s first argument type, here Typel. This would lead to an
inconsistency and is hence rejected by the type checker. This happens because the system of
universes fixed the level of id’s first argument to a level l and it’s usage is henceforth restricted.
Applying id to a copy id’ of itself would however work. Clearly, forcing the user to clone his
definitions repeatedly (and accordingly, all proofs depending on them) to get them to typecheck
at different levels is not a practical solution.

Instead of fixing id’s level l at the global level, we can interpret the definition as being
parametric on its level and make each of its occurrences generate a fresh one. I.e. we can
consider idl : Π(A : Typel), A → A for any given l. It is now possible to instantiate id at
different levels in a single definition:

` idl+1 (Π(A : Typel), A→ A) idl : (Π(A : Typel), A→ A)

This is the basic idea of the system of universe polymorphic definitions we are implementing
in Coq. It is inspired by Harper & Pollack’s design for LEGO [2], which we extended with a
new universe elaboration algorithm that supports typical ambiguity and polymorphism. The
system is an elaboration from definitions with implicit universes into terms decorated with
universe information. It involves two changes to Coq’s architecture:

1. A move from constraint generation to constraint checking in Coq’s kernel as constraints
are now given by the type inference algorithm. This somewhat simplifies the code of the
trusted code base. The representation of terms is changed in a minimal way by adding
universe instances to constants, inductive types and constructors.

2. An extension of the type inference algorithm that handles typical ambiguity and mini-
mization of constraints associated to universe polymorphic definitions. It produces a term
decorated with universe instances and a set of constraints to check.

The main originality of this work is in the design of the constraint simplification algorithm
which decorates universe polymorphic definitions using a miminal set of universes. The system
has been implemented and tested on examples such as the Homotopy Type Theory library
(http://github.com/HoTT/HoTT) where it exhibited good performance.

Compared to Agda’s implementation of universe polymorphism, it does not introduce
“framework types” and deals with cumulativity and typical ambiguity.
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The research we want to present is part of an ongoing investigation into the suitability of
classical logic in the context of programming languages with control. Rather than looking at
how to encode known control features into calculi like the λ-calculus [5], λµ [14], or Λµ [10],
as has been done in great detail by others, we focus on trying to understand what is exactly
the notion of computation that is embedded in λµ by mapping that calculus into the (perhaps)
better understood π-calculus [13].

Over the last two decades, the π-calculus and its dialects have proven to give an interest-
ing and expressive model of computation. Encodings of variants of the pure λ-calculus [7, 5]
started with [13], which quickly led to more thorough investigations. For these encodings, over
the years strong properties have been shown like soundness, completeness, termination, and full
abstraction. The strength of these results has encouraged researchers to investigate the possi-
bility of encodings into the π-calculus of various calculi that have their foundation in classical
logic, as done in, for example, [12, 1, 8, 6]. From these papers it might seem that the encoding
of such calculi comes at a great price; for example, to encode typed λµ, [12] needs to consider a
version of the π-calculus that is not only strongly typed, but, moreover, allows reduction under
guard and under replication; [1] shows preservation of reduction in X [2] only with respect to
⊑c, the contextual ordering; [8] defines a non-compositional encoding of λµµ̃ [9] that strongly
depends on recursion, and does not regard the logical aspect at all.

In [4] we set out to understand the contextual reduction rule of Λµ better by mapping Λµ
into π, but following the novel approach of output-based interpretations, that we first studied in
[3] for the λ-calculus; this approach was compared to the traditional one in [11]. We showed in
[4] that by extending the output-based interpretation M a of [3] (where M∈Λ and a the name
given to its anonymous output), adding cases for µ-binding and naming, we get a very natural
translation of terms to processes that shows that structural substitution is just a variant of
application. We defined Λµx by adding explicit logical and structural substitution, and defined
the translation of Λµx terms into the π-calculus by:

x a =
∆ x(u). !u a

λx.M a =
∆ (νxb)( M b | a〈x,b〉)

MN a =
∆ (νc)( M c | c :=N ·a )

x := N =
∆ ! (νw) x〈w〉. N w

M 〈x :=N 〉 a =
∆ (νx)( M a | x :=N )

M 〈β :=N ·γ〉 a =
∆ (νβ)( M a | β :=N ·γ )

α := Q·γ =
∆ !α(v,d). ( v :=Q | !d γ)

[β]M a =
∆ M β

µγ.M a =
∆ (νb)( M [a/γ] b)

Our translation fully respects the explicit head reduction →xh (a notion of reduction with
explicit substitution that replaces only the head variable in a term), modulo contextual equiv-
alence, using renaming of output and garbage collection (→∗

π∼c); we have shown the following
properties for · · in [4]:

(Operational Soundness) : M →xh N ⇒ M a →∗

π∼c N a;

(Adequacy) : M =β N ⇒ M a ∼c N a;

(Operational Completeness) : M a →π P ⇒ ∃N [P →∗

π∼c N a & M →∗

x
N ];
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(Type preservation) : Γ ⊢λµ M :A | ∆ ⇒ M a : Γ ⊢π a:A,∆;

(Termination) : M ↓ ⇒ M a ↓lπ.

The details of our results stress that the π-calculus constitutes a very powerful abstract
machine indeed: although the notion of structural reduction in λµ is very different from normal
β-reduction, no special measures had to be taken in order to be able to express it; the component
of our encoding that deals with pure λ-terms is almost exactly that of [3] (ignoring for the
moment that substitution is modelled using a guard, which affects also the interpretation of
variables), but for the use of replication in the case for application. In fact, the distributive
character of structural substitution is dealt with entirely by congruence.

After finishing [4], we proved full abstraction results, by showing M ∼ N ⇐⇒ M a ∼c

M a where ∼ is an equivalence between terms, and ∼c is contextual equivalence. To achieve
this, we had to restrict our interpretation to λµ (note that µα.[β]M a =

∆ M [a/α] β). We
needed to characterise what is exactly the equivalence between terms in λµ that is representable
in the π-calculus through · ·: this turns out to be weak equivalence, that equates terms that
have the same Lévy-Longo trees, but of course defined for λµ. We defined a notion of equiva-
lence ∼xh between terms of λµx that equates also terms that have no weak head-normal form,
and show that terms are equivalent with respect to ∼xh if and only if their images under · · are
contextually equivalent. We then generalised this to equivalences generated by head reduction,
normal reduction, and approximation, respectively, and show that all coincide: this will lead to
our main result: M ∼βµ N ⇐⇒ M a ∼c N a.
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Abstract

Formalizing structures with binders, like first-order logic, lambda-calculus or program-
ming languages in a system like Coq is a very common problem. The recent years have
seen a lot of work devoted to it, which now gives us a quite clear picture of the respective
advantages and drawbacks of various approaches: De Bruijn indices, nominal approach,
the locally nameless approach which compromises between the former two, and many other
variants. In any case, when starting a formalization, the user has to make an early choice
about what encoding will be used. Furthermore, every approach still comes with a boiler-
plate part of work (typically defining the lifting functions for de Bruijn indices or stating
and proving the co-finite induction principles for the locally nameless approach).

We propose a generic data-type which allows to encode all languages with binders,
provided all operators have a fixed arity. This data-type comes with a full set of functions
and induction principles, thus allowing the user to avoid boilerplate work, and also to
switch between diverse approaches in the same development.

1 Motivation and setting

When defining the syntax of a specific language in type theory, the obvious way is to use an
inductive type: each operator of the language is mapped to a corresponding constructor of the
inductive type; both having the same fixed arity. This approach generalized to many-sorted
languages by using mutual inductive types.

Things are more complicated when the formalized language yields binders. It is notorious
one has to make an almost religious choice between various solutions :

• named variables, which involves dealing with explicit α-conversion and various tricky
points about freshness of identifiers,

• “full” De Bruijn indices, which involves defining various lifting operators, which then
appear in further definitions,

• locally nameless approach, where De Bruijn indices are restricted to variables bound in
the term,

• trying to mimic at least the spirit of the Higher-Order Abstract Syntax approach, in which
the binder of the meta formalism is used, as it can be done in weaker formalisms like LF.

In all cases where De Bruijn indices are involved, one has to build a specific induction principle.
This is particularly the case in the locally nameless approach, where Aydemir et. al have
designed a clever co-finite quantification induction scheme.

In all cases, there is thus a non-negligible amount of boilerplate work involved. The aim
of this work is to provide a package which allows the user to handle, in a smooth way, all the
approaches but the one using only named variables. We do this by proposing a generic type
which :
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• Allows the encoding of any language with binders,

• comes with generic lifting functions,

• allows the automatic generation of induction schemes for a given language, including the
co-finite quantification scheme for the locally nameless approach and the general scheme
for traditional De Bruijn approach.

2 The construction

We use the SSreflect approach. Given a type for the sorts of the language, over which equality
is decidable (an eqtype in SSR terminology) we define :

Inductive open :=

| Db : nat -> open

| Var : nat * sort -> open

| Op : op -> vector -> open

with

vector :=

| vn

| vc : open -> vector -> vector.

Here open stand for open terms. We see that the arity of operator is not yet fixed, and also
that, for now, the operators are coded by natural numbers.

A given language is then defined by a mapping of each operator to an arity :

ar : nat -> option (((seq (sort * (seq sort))) * sort)%type).

Where, for instance, the arity Some([s1, [t1; t2]; (s2, [])], s) should be understood as : an operator
which builds a term of sort s, provided it is given two arguments :

• a second one of sort s2, in which no variable is bound,

• a first one on sort s1, in which two variables are bound, of respective sorts t1 and t2.

We the provide a notion of being well-sorted for a term, as well as lifting functions, replacing De
Bruijn indices by named variables and the other way around, etc. The definition for well-sorted
follows a typical SSReflect style approach, being defined as a recursive function rather than an
inductive predicate :

sortof (t:open)(c:seq sort) : option sort

The main work is to build the various flavors of induction schemes automatically from the
description of the operator arities. Currently we provide one induction schemes for “open”
terms, which take into account the well-sortedness constraint, as well as a first version for a
locally nameless induction scheme.

One technical difficulty is that all construction have to be mutually recursive and dual for
terms and term vectors.

To be fully comfortable, this package will need some clever syntactic sugaring. For now, we
provide some sketchy studies of typed λ-calculi.
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